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SECTION 1 
CONTROL ROOM WORKSPACE 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0001 

12 HED: 1.1. 3 .A-1 

CATEGORY: l LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

ACAD-CAM panels 902-55 and 902-56 obstruct the viewing of the far side of 
panel 902-3 from the far side of panel 902-8 and vice versa. In 
addition, when standing in front of panel 902-3, the controls and 
displays located on panels 902-54, 902-55, and 902-56 and the hydrogen 
addition panel are not in the operator's view. Annunciators are visible, 
but in order to view all controls and displays, operators must move. In 
a~o it ion, th.ese panels were reported to be obstacles that interfere ·with 
movement (from operator survey response A6-4A). Photo Log (A-1, A-2) 

As lang as the critical displayed information of the annunciators is 
'ble and no display reading is time critical, which is the case, the 

l organization poses no problem. While additional operator movement 
equired to view some of the displays and to operate some of the 

controls, this factor should not degrade operator performance., There is 
no need to modify the panels. 

t as is. 



• 

• 

•• 

DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX NO.: 0002 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

1/. BED NO.: 1.1.3.A-2 

C~'T'F.GORY: 3 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

Unit ooerat0r ~esk is positionen such that when the operator is 
sitting, he has his back to the main control boards~ therefore 
the main control hoarns are not in his full view unless he 
turns around. (Photo Log No. F-21). 

RESPONSE: 

Impact of this design is negligible on performance. The 
Operator is free to move about the control boards without 
difficulty. His view of the control boards is unobstructed. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

Accept as is . 

4425/c/18 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

EX NO.: 0188 

l?. H~D: 1.1. 3 .A.-9 

Cl:\'l'EGORY: ?. LBVEL: ~ 

FI~DING: 

The placement of the ~enter desk in relation to the common panels does 
not permit the operator full view of the controls and displays. When 
seated at the center desk, the operator cannot see the controls and 
displays on panels 923-6-4-5 and SA. 

RESPONSE: 

A new center desk has been designed and will be installed. -. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

~e completion of the second refueling outage. 

4385/c/58 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

l\Tn. : 0003 

1/. HEn No.: 1.1.3.C.l-3 

CZ\TEG0RY: 3 Ll'.:Vl<:L: c 

FINDING: 

Plexi-glass mats locatefl behino the unit oesk which are used for chair 
safety purposes are a potential tripping hazard. 

RESPONSE: 

will be removeo. 

mpletion of the second refueling outage. 

4430/c/7 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

f\l(). : 0004 

12 HED no.: 1.1.3.C.l-4 

C_A.TEGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

Cords of the operator radios located on the control panels (902-3) and 
the unit desk extend to the floor and may be a tripping hazard. 

RF,c:;PoNc:;E: 

~ corrls will he replacerl. 

IMPLErvtEl\JTA.T IO'N': 

.ompletion of the second refueling outage. 

4430/c/6 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

~Ex No. =~_o_o_o_5~~~~~~~~~~ 
12 HED: 1.1.3.F.l-5 

CA~EGORY: 3 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

The ~istance between panel 902-55 and the file cabinet next to the desk 
and between the file cabinet and panel 902-56 is 28.5 inches. Bending 
an<l Kneelinq is required to operate the equipment on both panels • 

. RESPONSE: 

The spacing of 28.5 inches is sufficient for operation of the panels, 
ticularly since these panel operations are not time critical. There 

are no safety implications with this spacing. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

pt as is. 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0078 

12 HF,D NO.: 1.1.3.F.l-8 

3 LF,VEL: c 

FINDING: 

The dist~nce between the back panel of 902-13 and a table which holds a 
CRT is 23 inches. Photo Log(A-6) 

RESPONSE: 

•

ough this distance is less than optimum, it provides sufficient 
ranee for operator passage. 

LEMENTATION: 

pt as is. 

4402/c/83. 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0048 

12 HED NO.: 1.1.3.F.l-9 

C_:!\.TEGORY: 2 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

The distance between a single row of the equipment/panel and ano~her 
opposing surface is 38 inches while the minimum recommended separation is 

·42 inches. Photo Log(J-19) 

RESPONSE: 

hough the actual separation is a bit less than the recommended 
tance, the infrequent use of the controls and low potential for 
dvertent activation indicate that no action needs to be taken. 

LEMENT~ri:'ION: 

is. 

4402/c/49 



• 
DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX NO.: 0006 

12 HED l'iTO. : l. l. 3. F. 2-6 

L~~L: C -----

FINDING: 

The ~istance between panels Q02-6 and the shelf on the hydrogen addition 
panel is 28 inches which is 14 inches less than the specified criterion. 
Photo Log(A.-4) 

RESPONSE: 

~panel has been removed. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

letea. 

/c/50 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0575 

12 HED NO.: l.l.3.F.3-10 

CATEGORY: 3 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

The ba.cks of the 903-54 and 912-7 panels are only 32 inches apart which is 
less than the 8 foot recommended separation for easy access to the panel 
bacKs if simultaneous work on both was required~ 

RESPONSE: 

•

ltaneous access is not required. The current spacing is sufficient 
operator passage and maintenance needs. 

4402/c/84 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS .EX NO.:~_o_o_0_7~-'-~~~~~~~~ 
12 HED: 1.1.3.G-7 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

The control switches used for the syncroscope are removed when not in 
use, leaving openings in the control panel. 

The openings pose no hazard to operators or equipment. While it is not 
hetically pleasing to have holes in the control panel, these are not 
ufficient size to cause-any problem. 

7\.t as is. 

4385/c/57 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

X NO.: 0008/0009 

12 HED NO. :l.l.4.A.1-1/1.1.4.B.3-2 

CATEGO~Y: 3 LEVEL: C 

FI~DING: 

The operator ~as to leave the primary operating area to obtain reference 
nocuments and procedures (Photo Log A-8). 

RESPONSE: 

The new center desk will provide reference procedures and documents 
in both primary operating areas. Separate shelves or locations will 

the operating procedures,and documents. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

~e completion of the second refueling outage. 

4~c/42 



• 

DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

X NO.: 0010 

12 HED ~O.: 1.1.4.D-3 

CA'T'BGORY: 1 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

Several proce~ure bin~ers are torn and loose. Paper within the binders 
is dog eared and loose (Photo Log A-9). -

RESPONSE: 

The bound copies of the control room procedures will be reviewed and 
~ired as necessary with new binders. 

Ill.1PLF::MENTATI0!\1: 

B.e cornpleti.on of the first refueli:~: outage. 

4397/c/40 ·..-:. 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

~X NO.:~_O_O_J_.l~~~~~-~~~~~~ 
12 HED NO. : l .l. 4. 'S-4 

CA'T.'EGORY: 1 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

There are no separately stored sets of operating procedures dedicated for 
Unit 2. All operating procedures are stored in bookcases located between 
Units 2 and 3. There is only one set of operating procedures, abnormal 
procedures, surveillance procedures, general procedures, and general 
abnormal procedures. There are two sets of annunciator procedures and 
DOP checklists (Photo Log A-11). 

RR~P01'JS8: 

Operation nrocedures will he reviewed and appropriate procedures will be 
-ted for nuplication to be provide<l at each unit (2 and 3). 

of the first refueling outage. 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX NO.: 0362/0368 

12 HED ~O.: 1.1.5.A-l/F-2 

CATEGORY: 3 LEVEL: B 

FINDING: 

There are shortages in the supply of expendables and spare parts. 
Specifically mentioned in the operator survey were shortages in light 
bulbs, charts, and black ink pens for charts, recorder material. 

RESPONSE: 

_cial sunplv room is in the process of being desiqnea to provide 
for an adequate inventory of items. 

e compl8tion of the second refuelirig out~ge. 

4409/c/ll 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

.X NO. : __ 0_0_1_4 _________ _ 

12 H~n: 1.2.?..9.l-3 

CATEGORY: l L"SVEL: B 

FINDING: 

The controls on some M/A Stations are located 61 inches and 64 inches 
above the floor, which is 1 inch and 4 inches above the specified 
guideline. 

RESPONSE: 

A step stool has been nrovided in the control room . 

• 

H1PLEMENTATIOJ'.J: 

c eted. 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

• INDEX NO.: 0576/0577/0586/0580 

12 HED:l.2.2.B.1-30/1.2.2.C-31/ 
1.2.2.D.2/l.2.3.C-3 

l LEVEL: B 

FINDING: 

The reach radius for the Sth percentile female shows that only 
controls within about 20 inches of the edge of the bench boards can 
be accessed without leaning or stretching. Any controls of the 
vertical portion of the bench board are not within the reach radius 
of such a person. Not being able to easily reach controls can result 
in the delay or the failure to operate a control as required. 

ep stool has been provided in the control room and a guard rail 
will be provided to prevent inadvertent actuation of controls. 

I MENTATION: 

By the completion of the first refueling outage. 

4399/c/31 



~X NO.: 0017/0018 

12 HEO: l.2.2.B.2-6/-7 

DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

CATEGORY: l LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

Control selector switches on the ACAD-CAM panel are located 12 inches 
above the floor, while the recommended height is 30 inches. (Photo Log 
A-16) 

RESPONSE: 

T~~se controls are rarely ~sed as they are for calibration. Inadvertent 

•
·~ation of these controls is not a problem so that no action is 
ired. . · 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

6t as is. 

4TJc/47 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

.. X NO.: 0010/0019/0021 

12 HED: l.2.2.D.1-12-13-15 

Cl\TEGOl=lY: l LEVEL: .?\ 

FINDING: 

The first row of J-handle controls is less than that recommended by the 
guideline relative to the front edge of the control panels. Accidental 
activation of these controls is possible due to their proximity to the 
front edge of the panel. 

RF.SPOT\JSE: 

rail will be installed. 

IMPLEMENri:'ATION: 

e completion of the first refueling outage. 

4385/c/46 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0442 

12 HED NO.: 1. 2. 2 . E. 1. B-21 

C~TEGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

The anqle from the line of sight to the face plate of the recorders and 
displays on the vertical section of the 902-54, 55, 56; 903-55, 56; 923-7 
panel is below 45 degrees. The recorders and displays range .from 14 to 30 
inches above the floor and the angle from the line of sight range from 18 
to 25 degrees. Photo Log (0-13, 0-14, 0-15). 

RESPONSE: 

recorders and displays are infrequently used and are redundant 
ators. In addition, these items are alarmed. 

4402/c/85 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0578 

12 mm ~(). : l. 2. 2. B. L B-30 

Cl'.\.'T'F.GIJ ~y: l c -----
FI1'J'DING: 

Certain displays have a face angle of less than 45 degrees to the line of 
sight for the 5th percentile female. 

RF:SPOUSE: 

The cited displays are located above 86.9 inches on the vertical portion 
of the boards. Most of the cited displays are indicator lights which are 

-

ffected by parallax or glare. Some rod position indicators have 
been cited~ there are redundant displays to provide a 5th percentile 

.e le operator with this information if necessary. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

t as is. 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO. : 0192 

12 HEn N0.: l.2.2.E.2-18 

CA'T'EG0RY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

Particular meters located ~t the top vertical panel of the turbine panel 
are at a visual angle of 50 degrees. This exceeds the 45 degree limit 
which all.ows the. operator to view all needP.d displays without moving. 

RESPONSE: 

task is not time critical. Control/display relationships are 
ct for operation and the need to see both displays is minimal. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

t as is. 

4430/c/3 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

x f-10.: 0193 

12 R~n NO.: 1.2.2.E.2~19 

LE~L: c 

FINDING: 

The rU splays on the Rec ire Pumps A. and B Speed Control and the Ri"lM are not 
within a 45 degree visual angle of each other. Photo log (J-2). 

RF:SPONSE: 

There is no need to simultaneously monitor all three Recirc controllers so 
~ the·operator can move to an appropriate viewing position. 

IMPLF,MENTATION: 

A is. 

4402/c/86 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

EX NO.: 0194 

12 HED NO.: l.2.2.E.2-20 

CATEGORY: 1 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

The Demand nisplay for the Torus Drywell DP controller is on the 
controller while the status display is an LED on Panel 3. These displays 
are not within a 45 visual angle of each other. Photo Log(J-3, J-4) 

RESPONSE: 

• information on these di-splays· is available on Panel 5 or a CRT. 

EMEN':l:'ATION: 

t as is. 

4402/c/87 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0022/ 0065 

12 HED No.:· 1.2.2.G-14/1.2.2.G-16 

CATEGORY: 3 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

There is no foot clearance at the OFF Gas and ACAD CAM System panels. 
Photo Log (A-22/F-29) 

RESPONSE: 

The operations of these panels are not affected by the lack of specific 
clearance. Furth~r, it' is better the operators.be required to stand 
from the boards at least one foot length. 

IMPLEMENTATION: A. as is. 

4421/c/69 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

X NO.: 0579 

12 H~D: 1.2.3.B-2 

CA'!'i:<:GORY: 1 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

Only controls within about 20 inches of the edge of bench boards can be 
.reached by 5th percentile females without leaning or stretching. 
Controls on the vertical portion of the hench board are not within the 
reach r~dius of such an individual. Not being able to reach the controls 
can result in the ~elay or failure to operate the controls as requirea. 

RESPONSE: 

While a 5th percentile female may have a problem while in the seated 

-

ion, normal procedures require that operators be standing for many 
. In the standing position, ~uch an individual has no problem 

hing the controls. 

IMPLE~1ENTATION: 

as is. 

4385/c/45 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

_ EX NO.: 0581 

12 HED N'O.: 1.2.3.E.2-4 

CATEGORY: 1 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

The angle of the displays faces relative to the line of sight of the 
seated 5th percentile female is less than the required minimum of 45 
derrrees. 

·· .. -. 

RESPONSE: 

•

operator i.s not usually seated when viewing the displays- and -in the 
ding position there is no problem. 

t as is. 

4402/c/89 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0023 

12 r-lEn NO. : 1.?.. 3 .G-1 

CA'I'F.:G0RY: .1 LF.:VF,J_,: C 

FINDING: 

The minimum knee clearance at the sit down console (Reactor Panel) is 15 
inches which is three inches less than the specified guideline. 
Photo Log(A-23) 

RESPONSE: 

.... console is infrequently used an:d the clearance does not influence 
~tor performance. 

as is. 

4402/c/88 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0004 

12 HED NO.: 1.2.5.~.l-l 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

Toggle switches are located 78.5 inches above the floor which is 8.5 
inches above the specified guideline. Photo Log(A-29) 

REC::PO""TSE: 

A 

are infrequentlv use0 toggle s1~itches and are not critical for 
tions. 

as is. 

4402/c/51 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0005 

12 BF,n f\JO.: l.?..5.:n...1-2 

CATEGIJRV: ? LEVEL: C 

FINDif\JG: 

Thu~bw~eel switches are located 84 inches above the floor which is 14 
inches above the specified guideline. Photo Log(A-30) 

RESPONSE: 

~h\lmhwheel -switches are infrequently used and are not critical to 
W1t1ons. 

IMPLE"t1ENTATION: 

Accept as is. 

4.c/52 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0006/007 

1/ RED NO.: l.2.~.A.l-3/1.2.5.A.l-4 

CA'T'EG0'RY: ~ LEV-.:<:L: C 

FINDIJIJG: 

Control sw;_ tches are located 24 inches above the floor which is 6 inches 
below the specified guideline. Photo Log(A-31, A-32) 

controls are infrequently used without operator problems. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

~t as is. 

4.c/53 



ax NO.: 

~En NO.: 

C;l':\'l'EGORY: 1 

FINDING: 

DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 
0079/0080 

1. 2 •. 5. A.. 1-8/ 1-9 

LEVEL: C -----

The nn-Off selector switch on Panel 902-10 is located 14 inches above the 
floor which is 16 inches below the specified guideline. Photo Log {C-31, 
K-3) 

RESPON'SE: 

~tch guard will be added. 

MENTA'l'ION: 

e completion of the second refueling outage. 

4402/c/89 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0081 

12 HED NO.: l.2.5.A.1-10 

CATEG0RY: 2 LEVEL: B 

FINDING: 

The on-off control switch is located 19 inches above the floor. (11 inches 
below the specified guideline). (Photo Log C-33) 

.. cnntrol is :i_ n-!=requerit ly" used ann is currently protected. ·from 
~ental activation. 

4430/c/l 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

~x ~o.:~_o_o_s_2~~~~~~~~~~ 
12 HBD ~O.: l.2.5.A.l-11 

CZ\'T.'BGO'RY: LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

The Containment Isolation Control switches are placed 27 inches above the 
floor (3 inches below the specified criteria). The on-off control switch 
is 29.5 inches above the floor (.5 inches below the specified guideling). 
Photo Log (K-4) · 

The controls are .not $Usceptable to being kicked or bumped accidentaly 

•

se of the· guards which are part of the module. They are -· · 
quently used ann are very close to the quideline. 

IMPLEMENTATION: .t as is. 

44?.l/c/73 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

X NO. : 0083 

12 HED ~O.: l.2.5.A.l-12 

CATEGORY: 1 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

The Containment Isolation Control switches are placed 18 inches above the 
floor. (12 inches below the specified criteria). The on-off control 
switch is placed 20.5 inches above the floor. (9.5 inches below the 
specified criteria.). Photo Log (K-5) 

.These control!'i are i.n~req11ently used and are not susceptable to beinq 
ed or bumped accidentally because of the guard installed as part of 

or'luie. 

IMPLEMENTATION: .t as is. 

4421/c/7/. 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

~X N0.:~_0_0_8_4~~~~~~~~~~ 
12 HED NO.: l.2.5.A.1-13 

CA'I'EGORY: 2 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

The F'ee,,water Flow Controls are placed 18.5 inches above the floor. 
(11.5 below the specified criteria). Photo Log (K-6) 

RESPONSE: 

These_controls appear to be positioned such that they would not be 
'dentally bumped ·or kicked. These controls are not used by the 

tors, they are setpoint adjustments used by the instrumentation 
f. 

IMPLEMENTATION: .t. as is. 

4421/c/71 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0085 

12 8ED NO.: l.2.5.A.1-14 

CATEGORY: 1 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

The controls are 28 inches above the floor which is 2 inches below the 
specifiea criterion. Photo Log(D-1) 

REC::PONSE: 

-controls are· not -·used by the operators and have· locking screws to 
·~nt inadvertent activation. 

t as is. 

4402/c/64 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0086 

12 HED NO. : 1. 2. 5. A. 1-15 

CA'1'EGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

The 'R.anqe Selector switch. is 72 inches above the floor which is 2 inches 
above the specified criterion. The power, pen, and chart controls are 
7.:1..5 inches above t.he floor which is 4.5 inches above the specified 
criterion. Photo Log(D-~) 

•

. e switches anc'l controls are infrequently used are close to the 
rnrnended guide'line. 

4402/c/64 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

12 HED NO.: l.2.5.A.1-16 

C:z\T'F.GORY: 2 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

96 toggle switches are located between 77 and 90 inches above the 
floor. (7 to 20 inches above the specified criteria). Photo Log 
(E-1) 

··.;: 

.l\ sten stool 

.t~rs in 
has been provide~ in th~ control room to assist 
manipulating controls on the back panels. -

IMPLF.M><:n'1'.Z\'1'ION: 

c·~ten. 
4424/c/16 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

12 HF.:D: l.2.5.A.1-17 

CATF.:GORY: 1 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

The controls on these modules (acoustic monitoring toggle switches) are 
located between 79 and 91 inches above the floor, which is 9 to 21 inches 
above the specified criterion. (Photo Log E-2) 

RESPONSE: 

A step stool has been provi~e~ ~or operator use. 

IMPLEMEN'J'ATION: 

c etea. 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

X NO.: 0089 

12 HED: l.2.5.A.1-18 

CATEGORY: 1 LEVEL: C -----

FIN'DING: 

The on-o~f controls for the 2 displays (power supplies for area and 
process radiation monitoring) are located 71 inches above the floor, 
which is 1 inch above the specified criterion. (Photo Log E-3 and E-4) 

RESPONSE: 

.~~; 
height ·is only 1 inch above criterion. 
a s·tep stool: 

IMPLBMEN'TATION: 

.t as is. 

4385/c/43 

When necessary, operators 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0091 

12 H~D ~O.: l.2.5.~.1-20 

CJ\TEGORY: l LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

The toggle switch~s for row 51 (CRD test switches). are located 72 inches 
above the floor, row 55 switches are located 74 inches above the floor, 
and row 59 switches are located 76 inches above the floor. These values 
are 2.0, 4.0, and 6.0 inches respectively above the specified criterion. 
Photo Log (E-5) 

RESPONSE: 

These switches are infrequently used. There is minimum discrepancy 
between actual and guideline heights. 

IMPLEMENTJ\TION: 

Accept as is. 

c/66 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0092 

12 HED NO.: l.2.5.A.1-21 

CA.TEGORY: 1 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

The 0n-O~f control 8Witches (RPS DC Power Supply) are located 82.5 inches 
above the floor which is 12.5 inches above the specified criterion. Photo 
Log(E-6) 

switches are rarely used. Although they are a bit higher than 
rable, their infrequent use and minor consequences of inadvertent 

activation indicate that no action is required. 

EMEJ\JTATION: 

t as is. 

4402/c/67 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0093 

12 HET) N0.: l.2.5.A.1-2/. 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVSL: c 

FINDING: 

The top three rows of toggle switches (31 switches). Area and Vent 
Monitor recorder are located between 70.0 and 74.5 inches above the floor 
which is from 0.0 to 4.5 inches above the specified criterion. Photo 
Log(E-7) 

'R.BSPONSE: 

A_ controls ar~ infreque~tiy used ~na being located close to the 
~rion, no action needs to be taken. 

4402/c/68 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0094 

12 HED NO.: l.2.5.A.1-23 

CA~EGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

The control (CRD alarm system set points) is located 74 inches above the 
floor which is 4 inches above the specified guideline.· Photo Log(E-8) 

•, .. ~. 

RESP0NSF.: 

T 
a 

ontrol is not used by the operators as it is an alarm setpoint 
ter. This, plus its location above recommendations preclude 

vertent activation so that no action should be taken. 

MEf\lTATION: 

as is. 

4402/c/69 



DRESDEN CORE.ECTIVE ACTIONS 

.X NO. : __ 0_0_9_5 _________ _ 

12 HED: l.2.5.A.1-24 

CA.'l'EGO~Y: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

The controls on "Set A" are between 77 and 80 inches above the floor 
which is 7 to 10 inches above the specified criterion. The controls 
on "Set 13" are located 71 inches above the floor which is 1 inch 
above the specified criterion. Photo Log (E-9). 

RESPONSE: 

The controls are not used by the operators as they are alarm setpoint 
-~ters. This, plus its location above recommendations preclude 
~ertent activation so that no action s~oul<l be taken. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

A.. as is. 

4.c/30 



• INDEX NO.: 

DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0008/0049 

12 RED NO.: 1.2.5.B.l-5 

CA.TEGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

T~e too 6 rows (40 total out of 42 displays) are above 70 inches from the 
floor. They are between 67 inches and 94 inches from the floor. This is 
a maximum of 24 inches above the specified criteria .. Photo Log(K-16, 
A-34) (345 KV panel) 

RESPONSE: 

p stool has been provided to be used if required. 

4402/c/69 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

X NO.: 0009 

12 HED NO.: 1.2.5.B.l-6 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

The meters are located 85 inches above the floor which is 15 inches above 
the specified guideline. Photo Log(A-33) 

'RE<:>PONSE: 

_ meters are rarely rean and when a reading is performed, a 
to-read button must be pressed. As a unique set of steps to read the 

m_ r is required, there is little chance of operator error even with the 
displays located higher than desirable. 

AcceT_')t as i.s. 

4 /58 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

12 HED ~O.: 1.2.5.B.l-7 

C1.\'1'"F:GORY: 2 Ll'.:VEL: C 

FINDil\IG: 

The r'lisplavs are locate<l 86 inches above the floor which is 16 inches 
above the specified guideline. Photo Log(A-30) 

RESPONSE: 

isplay is easily an accurately viewed by the standing operator. This 
ay is infrequently used. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

A. as is. 

4402/c/59 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

~x. N0.:~_0_0_9_6~~~~~~~~~~ 
12 H~D: l.2.5.B.1-25 

C.l\ TBGO 'R.Y: 1 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

"Cont.:iinment Pressure A" and Reactor Builning Vent Exhaust monitors are 
28 inches above the floor, which is 13 inches below the specified 
criterion. "Containment Pressure B Monitor" is 18 inches above the 
floor, which is 23 inches below the specified guideline. 

RESP01'lSE: 

aisp~ays are used as secondary displays to validate other displayed 

IMPLE~-1EN'!'ATION: 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0097 

12 BBD NO.: l.2.5.B.1-26 

1 LB~L: 

FINDING: 

ri:'he recorders are loc::i.te<'l 18.5 inches above the floor which is 22.5 inches 
below the spec.ified criterion. Photo Log (E-11) 

RESPONSE: 

T recorders· are· infrequently read. Rather; ·the information. obtained -
ese recorders is archived so that there is infrequent.operator 

ping to use them. 

IMPLEMENTATION: A. as is. 

4402/c/61 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

X NO.: 0098/0099 

12 HED NO.: l.2.S.B.1-27/l-28 

CA.TF.(;O~Y: 1 L'l'!VEL: c 

FINDI"l'G: 

The aisplavs (steam line RA.D monitors) are located 30.5 inches above the 
floor which is 10.5 inches below the specified criterion. (Photo Log 
E- 1 ~ I E-1 3 ) • 

RESPONSE: 

.i te·a <lisptays are not frequently used and their location does not 
~ a oroblem. 

IMPLBME!IJT.l\TION: 

t as is. 

43 O/c/68 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0100/0101/0102 

12 HED NO.: l.2.5.B.l-29/l.2.5.B.1-30/1.2.5.B.l-31 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

These displays are located 38.5 inches above the floor which is 2.5 inches 
below the specified guideline. Photo Log(E-14, E-15, E-16) 

-

. nisnlays an:! ·infrequently tised, ann easily read in·their·current 
ion and the slightly lower height of them poses no problem for 

m1. en~ing. 

H./IPLEMENTATIOT\l: 

A _ as is. 

4402/c/60 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

,X NO.: 0103 

12 HED NO.: l.2.5.B.1-32 

CATEGORY: 1 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

Three displays are located 38 inches above the floor which is 3 inches 
below the specified guideline. Photo Log(E-17) 

nisplays ar~ infrequently used and while they are a bit lower than 
ea, there is little chance for misreading. 

as is. 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

12 HED: l.2.5.B.1-33 

CP.T.EGORY: 1 LEVEL: C -----
FINDING: 

Th~ recorder for "Div l" is 26.5 inches above the floor, which is 15.5 
inches below the specified criterion. The recorder for "Div 2" is 16.5 
inches above the floor, which is 25.5 inches below the specified 
criterion. (Photo Log E-18) 

~ESPONSE: 

recorders are used only once a shift. 

t as is. 

4385/c/41 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0105 

12 HBn: l.2.5.B.1-34 

CATEGORY: 1 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

The display (flux amplifiers) is located 38 inches above the floor, which 
is 3 inches below the specified criterion. (Photo Log E-19) 

RS5PON'c:;~: 

The aisolay is infrequently use<l and re~un~ant inf6rmation is available. 
I non-critical and the display location is close to the criterion. 

A r.tS is. 

4385/c/40 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0106 

12 BED NO.: l.2.5.B.1-35 

CA'l'EGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

These aisplays (~rea ~a~iation Monitors) are located 84.5 inches above the 
floor which is 14.5 inches above the specified criterion. Photo Log(E-20) 

RESPONSE: T. displays are· infrequently used and have redundant alarms. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

Ac- as is. 

44-/63 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

~ N0.:~_0_1_0_7~~~~~~~'--~~ 
12 HED: l.2.5.B.1-36 

C.Z\.'T'BGORY: 1 LEVEL: C -----

FINDING: 

The LBD aisplays for the flow detectors (acoustic monitois) are locatea 
between 82.5 and 87.5 inches above the floor, which is 12.5 to 17.5 
inc~es above the soecifie~ criterion. (Photo Log E-21) 

RESPONSE: 

While the displays are above eye level for optimum viewing, they are 
· ciently" bright to' be· noticed, even above eye height. 

I1'1PLEMEN'T'A.TI0N: 

as is. 

4385/c/39 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0108 

12 HED NO.: l.2.5.B.1-37 

CP.TEGORY: 1 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

The i.nnicator lights are located between 84.5 ann 90.0 inches above the 
floor which is 14.5 to 20.0 inches above the specified criterion. 
P11oto Log(E-22) 

RESPONSE: 

~ •. p stool has been provid.ed to make it easier·· for ope-raters to view the-
1 tors. 

IMPLF:MEN'l'A.'T'ION: 

Completen. 

4402/c/71 

• 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0166 

12 HED ~O.: l.2.5.B.1-38 

CATEGORY: 1 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

The displays (Off-Gas Timers) are located 84.5 inches above the floor, 
which is 14.5 inches above the criterion. Photo Log(F-17) 

nisplays only provide the amount of time left on a timer and are not 
cal readings. 

IMPT_,Efv1EN'TATIOt-:r: A-t as is. 

4~/72 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0265 

12 RED ~O.: l.2.5.B.1-39 

2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

The displays (Flux tilt monitors) are located between 73.5 and 70.0 inches 
above the floor which is 3.5 to 7.0 inches above the specified criterion. 
Photo Log(K-32) 

RESPONSE: 

~ nisplays are not norm~lly use<l by the operators. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

t as is. 

4402/c/72 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0266 

12 HED NO.: 1.2.5.B.1-40 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

The recorders are located between 68 and 74 inches above the floor which 
is a maximum of 4 inches above the specified criterion. Photo Log(N-21) 

P:z\.NEL EP"Kf LABEL 
902-21 2-260-20A ·Valve Leak and H20 Temp Recorder 
902-21 2-340-16 Rod Drive Temp Recorder 
903- 21 03-340-16 Rod Drive Temp Recorder 
qo3-21 3-260-20A Valve Leak and H20 Temp Recorder 

RESPONSE: 

ecorders straddle the criterion and are never more than·4 inches 
a it. The current recorder location poses no operator problem. 

A as i.s. 

4402/c/74 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0267 

12 HED NO.: 1.2.5.B.1-41 

CA'l'EGORY: 1 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

These 0isplays are located hetween 73.5 ann 76 inches above the floor 
which is 3.5 to 6.0 inches above the specified criterion. 
Photo Log(N-22) 

PA1\fFL 
902-10 
902-10 
902-10 
902-10 
903-10 
903-10 
903-10 
903-10 

~ 

EP1\f 
02-10-2 
02-10-3 
02-10-4 
02-10-5 
03-10-2 
03-10-3 
03-10-4 
03-10-5 

LABEL 
Process Supply Process Monitor 
ISO Connenser Vent Monitor A 
Reactor Bldg Vent Ch A 
Reactor Bldg. F Pool Ch A 
Power Supply Process Monitor 
Isol Cond Vent Monitor A 
Reactor Bldg Vent Mon A 
Reactor Bldg F Pool Ch A 

··.;: 

Althouqh slightly above the criterion, the displays pose no problems in 
their current position. 

as is. 

4402/c/75 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0268 

12 HED ~O.: l.2.5.B.1-42 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

·FINDING: 

The displays are located above the specified maximum criterion height of 
70 inches. The X-Y recorder is located between 65 and 73 inches above the 
floor. The Detector Position is located between 71 and 72 inches above 
the floor. Photo Log(N-23) 

PA.NEL 

902-13 
902-13 
903-13 
903-13 

RESPONSE: 

EPN 

02-13-1 
02-13-6 
02-13-6 
03-13-l 

LABEL 

X-Y Recorder 
Drive Channel C Detector Position 
Drive Channel C Detector Position 
X-Y Recorc'l.er 

T -Y iecord~r strac'ldles the criterion and the Detector Posftion ~s oniy 
a imum of 2 inches above the criterion. 

Ac i'iS i S. 

4402/c/76 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0119 

i2 HED NO.: l.2.5.B.1-43 

CA.'T'EGORY: 1 LT<:~L: c 

FINDING: 

The nisplays are locateo above the specified maximum criterion height of 
70.0 inches. They are all between 67.0 and 72.5 inches above the floor. 
Photo Log(K-17) 

Pl\N'EL 
923-5;!\ 
923-5A 
923-5A 
923-5A 

RESPONSE: 

EPN 
?.-8540-6 
2-8540-8 
3-8540-6 
3-8540-8 

LABT<:L 
Primary Containment Oxygen Concentration 
Nitrogen Purge Flow to Primary Cont. 
Primary Containment Oxygen Concentration 
Nitrogen Purge Flow to Primary Cont. 

=-isplays straddle the criterion and.are never more than 2.5 inc;hes 
~ it. The current display location poses no operator problem. 

H1PLF,MENTA.TI0N: 

A as is. 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0120 

12 HED NO.: l.2.5.B.1-44 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: c ----
FINDING: 

The display is located between 70 and 73 inches above the floor which is a 
maximum of 3 inches above the specified criterion. Photo log(K-18) 

PANEL· 
923-4 
923-4 

RESPONSE: 

EPN 
2-2002-112 
3-2002-112 

LABEL 
U2 Reactor Bldg. EQ DRN tank temp. 
U3 Reactor Bldg. EQ DRN tank temp. 

-.-· rHsp\ay is nsen only a few times per shift - and just about straddles 
riterion. 

4402/c/78 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0121 

l.2.5.B.1-45 

C11.TEGORY: 2 LF.VEL: c 

FINDING: 

The too row of eighteen displays on this panel are located between 68 and 
73 inches above the floor which is a maximum of 3 inches above the 
snec1fien criterion. Photo Log(K-19) 

PANEL 
923-1 
923-1 
923-1 
923-1 
923-1 
923-1 
923-1 
923-1 
923-1 
9 
9 
9 
923-1 
923-1 
923-1 
923-1 
923-1 
923-1 

RESPONSE: 

EPN 
23-1-1 
23-1-10 
23-1-ll 
23-1-12 
23-1-13 
23-1-14 
23-1-15 
23-1-16 
23-1-17 
23-1-18 
23-1-2 
23-1-3 
23-1-4 
23-1-5 
23-1-6 
23-1-7 
23-1-8 
23-1-9 

LABEL 
Rx Blng2 ccw Dsch HDR Pressure 
SW Sply Pressure 
3C lAir Heater Pressure 
Fire HDR Pressure 
Steam Pressure 
S. Air HDR Pressure 
U2 1 Air HDR Pressure 
U3 1 Air HDR Pressure 
Makeup HDR Pressure 
Clean HDR·Pressure 
Rx Bldg2 CCW Dsch HDR Temp 
Rx Bldg3 CCW Dsch HDR Pressure 
Rx Bldg3 CCW Dsch HDR Temp 
Turb Bldg2 CCW Dsch HDR Pressure 
Turb Bldg2 CCW Dsch HDR Temp 
Turb Bldg3 CCW Dsch HDR Pressure 
Turb Bldg3 CCW Dsch HDR Temp 
SWP Dsch Pressure 

These disnlays stra~~le the specifien criterion and have ~u£ficient 
readability to operators as currently positioned. 

IMPLE~mNTZ\.TION: 

Acl as is. 

440 c/79 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

~EX NO.: 0122/0101/0102 
~~~--'--~~..;..___~~~~~~~ 

1.2.S.B.1-46 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDI~G: 

T~e top row of thirtv-two nisplays are located between 68 and 73 inches 
above the floor which is a maximum of 3 inches above the specified 
criterion. Photo Log(K-20, K-21) 

PANEL 
923-5 

4402/c/79 

EPN 
?,3-5-1 
23-5-10 
23-5-11 
23-5-12 
2 3-5-13 
23-5..:.14 
23-5-15 
23-5-16 
23-5-17 
23-5-18 
23-5-19 
23-5-2 
23-5-20 
23-5-21 
23-5-22 
23-5-23 
23-5-24 
23-5-25 
23-5-26 
2 3-5-27 

. 23-5-28 
23-5-29 
23-5-3 
23-5-30 
2 3-5-31 
23-5-32 
23-5-4 
23-5-5 
23-5-6 
23-5-7 
23-5-8 
23-5-9 

LABEL 
U2 Rx ~PL Air ~emperature 
U2 M Turb Exh Temp. 
U2 E Turb Sply Temp. 
TJ2 E Turb. Exh Temp. 
U2 E Turb Cnt Water Level 
U2 E Turb Atmos Water Level 
U2 Op Floor Cavity Water Level 
U2 Op Floor Atmos. 
2/3 Sply Air Temp. 
2/ 3 Exh Air -Temp. -
2/3 RW Bldg Cnt Water L 
U2 Rx Exh Air Temp. 
2/3 RW Bldg Atmos. 
U3 Sply Air Temp. 
U3 Exh Air Temp. 
2/3 Refuel Flr to D3 Cnt W Level 
U3 Drywell Air Temp. 
U3 DW/TR Purge Temp. 
U3 N Turb Sply Temp. 
U3 S Turb Sply Temp. 
U3 M Turb Sply Temp. 
U3 of Floor Cavity Water Level 
U2 Outside Air Temp. 
Heater A Out Temp. 
System Dsch Volume 
Heater B Out Temp. 
U2 Atmos to Refuel Floor Water Level 
U2 Op Floor Cnt Water Level 
U2 Drywell Air Temp .. 
U2 DW/TR Purge Temp. 
U2 N Turb Sply Temp. 
U2 S Turb Sply Temp. 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

ONSE: 

The ~isplays straddle the criterion and are never more than 3 inches above 
it. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

Accept as is. 

4402/c/80 

• 

• 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

~X N0:~_0_0_4_9~~~~~~~~~~ 
12 HF,n NO.: l.2.5.B.1-50 

FINDING: 

Twenty displays on panel P-18 used for 138KV operation are located 
above the 70" maximum required height. The highest display is 
located at 97". 

RESPONSE: 

There is no difficulty in reading these displays. In addition, the 
equences of misreading the displays are minimal. 

IMPLEMENTA'l'ION: 

is. 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

~X N0.:~_0_0_2_5~~~~~~~~~~~ 
12 HED 1\l0 • : 1. • 2 • r.- l_ 

CA.TEGORY: 3 LEVEL: B 

FINDING: 

There are no provisions made so that procedures and other reference 
documents can be consulted at the consoles while performing task 
sequences. The operator has to eithe~ hold the procedure or place it on 
a desk or nearby table. 

In addition, during the validation, operators were observed holding 
procedures in their hands while at the consoles and laying them open on 
thP. panels while they carried out appropriate steps (Photo Log A-35 and 
36). 

A cart, specifi~ally designed for the procedures, will be providea at 
site to allow the operators to lay the procedures on, to ~ree up 

h.anil s. 

IMPLEMEl\l'T'ATim~: B. co_rrtnlet ion 

4~c/43 
of the second refueling outage. 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0123 

12 HED NO.: 1.2.7.D.2-4 

CATEG0RY: 3 LEVEL: C 

FINDI~G: 

The top of the centP.r nesk is 40 inches ~bove the floor but the specified 
qui<'leline states that it should be between 36 and 38 inches above the 
floor. Photo Loq(K-26) 

RESPONSE: 

I 

' 

will be replaced. 

IMPLEME~TATION: 

By the completion of th~ second refueling outage. 

4.c/01 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0124/0582/0125/0126 

12 HBD NO.: ·1.2 .8.A-l/D-l/E-2/G-3 

CA'1'BGORY: 3 . LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

The chair at the center desk does not pivot so that ·the operator cannot 
adjust position. The seat is stationary on the base and does not move. 
Photo Log(K-27, K-28) 

RESPONSE: 

new cha i. rs wi 11 be provided with the new ce_n_ter desk. 

IMPLEME'P\lTATION: 

By the comnletion of the sec0n~ refueling outage. 

4./02 



,DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

X NO.: 0346, 0347 

12 HED NO.: l.3.l~E.1-1/3-2 

CP.TEGORY: 1 LEVEL: B 

FINDING: 

In situations when Unit 3 must rely on the 2/3 deisel generator, the 
control of the 2/3 diesel generator by Unit 2 can affect the control of 
Unit 3. In andition, operator survey responses indicated that there are 
operational problems with the 2/3 diesel in that there are some displays 
on Unit 3 but, all the controls and many of the 0isplays are on Unit 2. 

RESPONSE: 

Approoriate Bus Voltage indication will be selected and installed in Unit 

-

IMPLF.MBNTA'T'I0N: 

B~e completion 

4~c/67 
of the first refueling outage. 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

I~ N0.:~_0_5_8_3~'~0_5_8_4~~~~~~~ 
12 mm No. : 1.3.2.A-l, 1.3.2.B-1 

CA'T'EGORY: l LEVEL: B 

FINDING: 

Dedicated crews are not used on the mirror imaged units or the center 
desk. Dedicated crews help to prevent errors due to the changes in 
location of displays and controls because of the mirror imaging and te 
distinction between units is not heightened as much as possible. 

·· ..... 

RESPONSE: 

Althouqh the panel arrangements across units are mirrored, the actual 
s-s, with few exceptions, are not:.. The distinction between uni ts 
w e clearly mane through the use of nistinctive labeling and guard 
ra1 . . 

IMPLEMENTATION: Bv. completion of the first refueling outage. 

4421/c/66 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0168 

l?. HBD ~O.: 1.4.1.A-l 

CATEGORY: 3 LEVEL i 2 -----
FINDI'NG: 

Operator protective clothinq is not kept in the control room. Breathing 
apparatus is kept in the control room, however . 

. RESPONSE: 

-p11· nesign and or procedure eliminate the need for protective 
c ing. Protective clothing can be obtained from the RAD/CHEM 
de tment if and when needed. 

as is. 

4409/c/9 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX NO.: 0225/0226/0102 

12 BED ~O.: l.5.2.B-l/0S-l/B-2/B-3 

CA~BGO'RY: 2 LEVBL: C 

FINDING: 

Air velocities in the primary operating area exceea the guideline value 
of 45 feet per minute. The readings ranged from 0 feet per minute to 80 
feet per minute~ 

RESPONSE: 

TD-1472 C states that 100 feet per minute.is .. an·acceptable maximum· 
elocity and that 65 feet per minut~ is preferred. There were a few 

rea inqs above 65 feet per minute. 

I~PLEMENTATION: A. as is. 

4409/c/6 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

JX NO.: 0214, 0215, 0094 

12 HED ~O.: 1.5.3.A-l 1.5.3.A-2 
1.5.3.A-3 

CA'l'EG0RY: 2 LEVEL: 

FINDING: 

The i. l luminat ion levels at the panels in the primary operation area 
(7.R3-34 footcandles), common panels (9.33-44.33 footcandles) and at the 
back (7.83-37.67 footcandles) panels are below 20 footcandles. 

RESPONSE: 

mination levels in the control room will be incr~ased. Various 
m ds will be employed to review all aspects of lighting, luminance, 
r ctance, etc. to determine the optimum lighting configuration. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 
l·--~------

iBy. comp let ion of the second refueling outage. 

l138lc/pg5 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0221, 0222, 0100 

12 BEn ~O.: 1.5.3.B-4 1.5.3.B-6 
1. 5. 3. B- 5 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: 

FINDING: 

Illumination levels at workstations in the primary operating back panels 
~nd common panels vary by more than 10 foot candles. 

Illuminri.ti.on levels which vary more than 10 footcanoles across work
ons will Be examined and corrected as result of a comprehensive 
ing stu~y an~ retrofit. 

IMPLEHENTATION: 

completion of the secon<l refueling outage. 

438lc/pg6 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

,X NO.: 0220, 0221, 0223 

12 RED NO.: l.5.3.C-19 l.5.3.C-20 
1.5.3.C-7 

CA'T'EGO.RY: 2 LEVEL: r:: 

FINDING: 

The illumination level at the center desk is 30 footcandles. The Shift 
Technical Advisory desk measures 26 footcandles and the NSO desk does not 
meet the guineline o~ 50 footcandles. 

RESPONSE: 

Ihlumination levels will be increased to meet specifications by providing 

-

k top light or by installing additional lights over the top of the. · 
The illumination levels will be increased to a minimum of 50 

o candles. 

B completion of the second refueling outage. 

438lc/pg7 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0227, 0228, 0103 

12 BED NO.: l.5.3.E.2-10, l.5.3.E.2-11 
l.5.3.E.2-12 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

Labels, instructi.ons and other written information such as displays, 
recorders and control switch positions are shadowed within the primary 
ooeratinq area, the back panels, ann the common panels. (Photo Log ~-22, 
~-23.) 

~ESPONSE: 

lumination levels in the control room will. be incre~sed, a~d other 
~o ations to the lighting system will be evaluated to eliminate the 
fth which is occurring on the panels in the control room. 

~PLEMENTATION: 

~ t~mpletion 0£ the second refueling outage. 

38lc/pg8 



• 
DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX NO.: 0229/0104 
~~~-'-~~~~-~~~~~~~ 

12 HED NO.: l.5.3.F-13/-14 
~~~~~~~'--~~~~~~ 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

Glare is present on displays and recorder~ within the primary operating 
area that can interfere with their readability. Glare exists on 
equipment that is located on both the horizontal and vertical panels. 
The glare is produced by the overhead lighting as well as the panel 
in~icator lights. Photo Log(K-24) 

RESPONSE: 

ontrol room lighting revi~w package will provide-appropriate 
ications to minimize glare. 

e c0mpletion of the seconn refueling outage. 

4409/c/24 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

X NO.: 0487 

12 HED NO.: l.5.3.G-15 

CA'1'F.GOP.Y: 2 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

The percent reflectance of .the control panels is not between 20% and 
40%. The percent reflectances measured range from 37% to 47% with the 
maiority a~ove 4n%. ~roviding adequate reflectance allows f.or qooo 
contrast between the panel and indicator lights as well as reducing the 
possihilitv of eye strain. 

RESPONSE: 

Th percent reflectance readings r~nged between 37% and 47%. The differ-
e in- highest. reflectance-·levels versus the recommended" maximum level 
i ly 7%. 

IMPLEMENTATION: A. as is. 

4397/c/61 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

~ ~0.:~_0_4_8_8~~~~~~~~~~ 
12 RED NO.: l.5.3.G-17 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVBL: C 

FINDING: 

The percent reflectance of the floor is not between 15% and 30%. The · 
percent reflectances were measured at 9.75% to 10.75%. 

RESPO"'TS~: 

The exi~tinq carpet will he replaced with a carpet that will orovide. 
a ria·te reflectance. 

IMPL~~rnNTA.TION: 

qv~ comnletion of the second refueling out~ge. 
4397/c/62 



• DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX NO. : 0489 

12 J..JED "lO.: 1. S. 3 .G-21 

C~TF.G0RY: L'RV~L: C 

FINDING: 

The percent reflectance of the walls of the control room is 17 percent. 
The reflectance should be between 40 and 60 percent on the upper portion 
of the walls to allow sufficient reflected light to reach the work area. 

RESPONSE:· 

se of the design of the control room, the reflectance from the walls 
negligible influence on operations. 

E~TATION: 

is. 

4409/c/4 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

• NO. : __ 0_2_0_8'--/0_0_9_0_/_0_2_0_9 ____ _ 

12 BED: 1.5.5.A-l/A-2/A-3 

CA.TF.GORY: 2 LEVEL: R 

FINDING: 

The background noise levels in the primary operating area exceed 65dB 
(A). The average noise level readings obtained range from 66.3dB(A) 
to 69.3dB(A) at different positions in the control room. Lower 
background noise levels allow for unimpaired and intelligible 
communication. 

RESPONSE: 

The ambient noise level will be reduce~ by using noise-attenuating 
t iques and materials on sources of noise emissions. · 

R comn1etion o~ the second refueling outage. 

4399/c/16 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

X NO.: 0169, 0189 

12 HF.n NO.: 1.5.7.B.3-l, 1.5.7.B.3-2 

CA't'~GORY: 2 L EVl'.':L : c 

FINDING: 

There are no provisions for communications to the restroom and kitchen 
facilities. 

··.;:. 

RESPONSE: 

and restroom are in close proximity to the control room. 
personnel do not enter these areas without formal relief from a 

w station. Control areas are not left without proper coverage. 

IMPLEMENTATIO!\f: 



• 

• 

SECTION 2 
COMMUNICATIONS 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX NO.: 0424/0425 

12 HED ~O.: 2.l.3.l\.l-6/2.l.3.A.2-8 

Cl\TEG0RY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FPmING: 

Tl-ie !'loun~-powererl telenhones no not provide in-phase feedback to the 
user, and the frequencies do not fall completely within the 200-300 Hz 
ranqe. The in<livinual who is using the phone cannot hear what he or she 
is saying through the headphones. · · 

RESPONSE: 

tors do not use the sound-powered phones. They are used only by .the 
ument mechanics. 

ENTATION: 

as is. 

4430/c/14 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

X NO.: 0239, 0110 

12 HF::D NO.: 2.1.3.B.6-3, 2.1.3.B.6-4 

CATEGORY: .2 LEVEL: c -----
FINDING: 

The headsets used with sound powered phones are not kept in the control 
room. They are stored in the instrument mechanic's office. 

RF.SP0NSE: 

Tlte sounr'l-poweren ohones are not uset1 hy control room operators. They 
.sed only by the instrument mechanics~. 

P1PTJ StfP,N't'Z\.,,.. I 01".J : A.. ;:i.s i_s • 

. 438lc/pq51 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0235, 0109 

12 HED NO.: 2.1.3.D.2-1, 2.1.3.D.2-2 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

Jacks for the sound powered phones are not installed on the above 
panels. When performing tasks at these panels using the sound powered 
phones, the iacks installed on pan~ls 902-3 or 902-7 must be used. 
(Photo Log L-22). 

RESPO~S'E: 

The sound powered phone j~cKs are not used.by control room operators. 
T are used by instrument mechanics when calibrating equipment in the 
c ol room. Nonetheless, procedures will be reviewed and modified to 
inc ude care when draping wires on floor. 

B completion of the second refueling outage. 

438lc/pg48 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0275 

12 HED NO.: 2.1.3.E.3-5 

CA.TEGORY: 2· LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

There are 4 cords located at the patch panel for the sound powered phon~ 
system. Since there are 5 jacks at the main control room panels for the 
sounn powered nhones, a minimum o~ 5 cords are needed at the patch 
panel. By having 5 cords available can ensure that if nec~ssary 
innivinuals can communicate from each location in the primary operating 
area. 

RESPO""TSE: 

don't use the sound powered phones. 

IMPLEMENTATION: A. as is. 

4421/c/76 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDF.X NO. : 0260 

l~ HBn NO.: ~.1.6.A-l 

C7\TEGO'R.Y: 2 LEVEL: 

FINDING: 

The unit operator noes not have the capability to access the plant public 
address system. Also, the speaker above panel 902-5 is not functional. 

RESPONSE: 

is not aaeq~ate need to provide access to the P.A. at the unit op's 
The speaker above panel 902-5 will be repaired. 

1P.NT7\TION: 

j_ s . 

4402/c/i7 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

, NO. : 0 114 , 0 2 6 3 ,· 0 116 

12 HP.D: 2.l.6.A.2-2/2.1.6.E.2-5/ 
2.l.6.C.1-3 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

The only speaker which is connected with the P.A. system is located on 
the phone module itself which is located on the center desk. This can be 
heard by the operator when he is sitting at the desk, however it can not 
b~ heard clearly at other areas in the control room. 

Typically, operators ~o not use the P.A. system to contact other 
o tors inside the control room, the kitchen or the restrooms. All 
a are within easy voice contact. 

IMPLEMENTA'T'ION: 

as is. 

4385/c/38 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0127 

12 BED: 2.1.6.D-7 

CATBG0RY: 3 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

~here is no documented procedure which states the proper way to speak 
when using the public address system. 

RESPC)l'·TSE: 

Th' is not a significant problem since the operators do not use the 
p address system very often. They primarily use the radio 
w e-talkies to contact individuals within the plant. In addition, the 
operators are sufficiently trained in the use of the communications 
equipment. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

as is. 

4385/c/14 



.X NO.: 

DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0117 

12 m~n: 2.1.6.F-6 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

Control room inputs (from the center desk) to the plant announcing system 
do not have priority over other inputs. In cases when more than one 
location is sending messages over the system, the messages interfere with 
each other. 

:R.ESP0111SE: 

'l'he pl=rnt announcing system will be redesiqned so that the control room 

•rior~ty over all other locations. An override capability will be 
ded in the control room. · 

_ completion 6£ the secona refuelinq outage. 

4385/c/13 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

,x ~0.: n245/0lll/0350/0l62 

12 HBD ~O.: 2.l.8.B-l/2.l.8.B-2/2.l.8.C.1-3/2.1.8.C.l-4 

CATl<.:GORY: 2 LEVEL: 

FINDING: 

Communication equipment is difficult to use by control room personnel 
when they are wearing protective face masks. Though the masks are 
provided with voice diaphragms, the speech intelligibility is not 
sufficient to effectively communicate via the different communication 
systems. 

'R.ESPONSE: 

Appropriate ar'ir'iitional communication gear will be provided if available. 
E r an electronic microphone which has sufficient voice intelligi-
b -Y for each protective mask, or replacement masks that are equipped 

a voice diaphraqm or electronic speech system that provides 
suf~icient voice intelliqihility will b~ used. 

IMPLE~1ENTATI_ON: 

13· completion of the second refueling outage. 

438lc/pg51 



• 
DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX NO. : 0231 

12 HED NO.: 2.2.1.B-1 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

There are 3 au~itory horns use~ for the annunciator warninq 
system on the main control panels. One is shared by panels 
902-3 and 902-4 another for panel 902-5 and the third is shared 
between panels 902-6, 902-7, and 902-8.· This does not provide 
localization cues to those work stations where operator 
attention is required. 

RESPONSE: 

The Dresden control room is small . 

• 

signals may add to the noise levels 
. cause confusion to the operators. 

The addition of a~ditory 
in the control room .and may 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

.ccept as is. 

4425/c/7 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

~X N0.:~_0_1_0_6~~~~~~~~~~ 
12 BED ~O.: 2.2.1.B-2 

C.!\TF::GORY: 2 LEVEL: C · 

FINDING: 

There is one auditory horn used for the annunciator warning system for 
panels 923-1 and 923-5. 

RESPONSE: 

The control room is small and allows the operators to make easy use of 
1 signals to direct their attention to the appropriate control p~nel. 

IMPLEMENTZ\TION: A. as is. 

4380c/pg4 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

~ N0.:~_0_2_3_2~~~~~~~~~~ 
12 HED NO.: 2.2.1.C.2~3 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

The intensity of the auditory alarms is such that when they are activa
ted, it is very difficult to hear other sounds in the control room and to 
communicate with other personnel in the control room. 

RESPONSE: 

The intensity of the auditory signals will be decreased, 
t-ng t!>em sufficiently above ambient background noise 

IMPT.JE~~~l\T'1'ATIO"l: 

while main...: 
levels. 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

EX NO.: 0233, 0237, 0108, 0191 

12 HEn NO.: 2.2.2.A-l 2.2.3.A.l 
2.2.2.A-2 2.2.3.A.2 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

There are auditory horns ori the main control panels and the common panels 
which have more than one meaning and they are not coded. There is one 
horn located on the 902-3 panel which can mean a problem on either panel 
902-3 or 902-4. Another horn located on the 902-1 panel can mean a 
problem on panels 902-6, 902-7 or 90?.~8. The common panel 923-1 
annunciator horn is shared with panel 923-5. 

RESP0N~E: 

ontrol room is small enough to allow the operators to make easy use 
sual signals to direct the operator's attention to the appropriate 

.rol panel ann over time, the operators have learned to discriminate 
variable signals emanating from horns. 

_ as is. 

438lc/pg4 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS .X NO.: 0234 
-------~------~ 

12 BED ~O.: 2.2.4:A-l 2.2.4.A-2 
----~---------

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: C -----
FINDING: 

The alarms used for the auditory signal associated with the annunciator 
system do not direct sound to the center of the primary operating area. 
The alarms are installed behind the panels and direct sound to those 
areas. 

RESPONSE: 

ii
. gh the sounn is not <lirected towards the center of the primary 

ting area, the intensity of the alarms is such.that they can be 
H . from all locations in the operating area. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

Ac. as is. 

4381/c/3/y. 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

~ N0.:~_0_4_7_0~~~~~~~~~~~ 
12 HED NO.: 2.2.6.C-l 

CA'T.'BGORY: 2 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

The ~u~itory signal for the annunciator system qn panel 902-56 has an 
intensity which exceeds 90 dB(A). 

RESP0NSE: 

The annunciator horn 
a~erified that it 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

will be dampened to a level between 65 dB.and 90 dB, 
is readily discernable over ambient noise levels~ 

B~ completion of the second refueling outage. 

4380c/pg3 



SECTION. 3 
ANNUNCIATOR WARNING SYSTEMS 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

"X NO.: 0342 

12 ' HE n N 0 . : 3 • 1. 2 • C • 1- 5 

CATBGORY: 2 LEVEL: B 

FINDING: 

There are annunciator alarms which have inputs from more :than one plant · 
parameter, ho~ever, print-out capability is not provided. These include 
area radiation temperature and HI/LO type alarms. If alarms have more 
than one parameter input, the print out capability can ensure that the 
operator receives the information to determine what caused the alarm. In 
addition, responses from the operator survey indicated that multiple 
input alarms on the 902-3 and 8 panels are confusing (see operator survey 
response Dl-3C). Also, it was suggested in the survey that any alarm 
with HI/LO level or pressure should be split out into single inputs, 
particurlarly those associated with RBCCW and TBCCW. See operator survey 
responses C3-1C, C4-1B, C4-1C, and C4-1D. Photo Log (L-6) 

RESPONSE: 

The alarm printout capability will be reviewed during the development of 
t-nnunciator package. The annunciator system will be examined to _ 
e ~ the printinq of specific alarm~ for all multi-i?put ala~ms. In 
a tion, a general human factors review of the annunciators will be 
unnertaken an~ appropriate corrective actions will be incorporaten in an 
annunciator design change package. 

IMPLEMB1\J'1'7\'1'I0N: B. co~pletion o:F the seconn refueling outage. 

4421/c/49 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

X NO.: 0395 

12 HED ~O.: 3.l.2.C.2-10 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

Printout speen for the multi-input alarms is not fast enough. 

RESPONSE: 

r4W
atP 3.t which nrinting takes place is essentially the same as which 
omputer output is sent to the printer. While this rate is slower 

t the recommended 150 lines per minute, no information is lost in the 
interface between the two devices. In addition, information to be 
printe~ is storen in file until printing is completed. 

IMPLEMENTATION: A. as is. 

4421/r:-/41 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0343 

12 RED NO . : 3 . 1. 2 . C . 3- 7 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: B 

FINDING: 

For alarms with inputs from more than one parameter, a reflash capability 
is -not provided which allows subsequent alarms to activate the auditory 
alert. Subsequent alarms cannot activate the auditory alarms until the 
current alarm has cleared. 

'R.ESPONSf!: 

A reflas~ capability will be 
s.m. This will allow all 
a s. 

IMPLE~1ENTA'1' IO"'T: 

designed and added .to the annunciator 
subsequent alarms to activate the auditory 

B~ completion of the second refueling outage. 

4421/c/50 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

12 HED NO.: 3.1.2.D.1-9 

CATEGORY: 1 LEVEL: B 

FINDING: 

The 2/3 0iesel generator is shared by both Units 2 and 3 however, the 
alarms associated with it are provided only on Unit 2. This includes all 
alarms except "Diesel Gen. 2/3 Breaker Withdrawn Position" which is 
located on Panels 902-7 and 903-7. 

RESPONSE: 

T center ~esk operator is responsible for monitorin~ the 2/3 die~el 
ator and as such has adequate capability to monitor this function. 

IMPLF.~E'!'TTAri:'IOT\J: A. as is. 

4421/c/65 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

N'O.: 03 38 

12 HED NO.: 3.1.3.B-2 

CA.'l'EGORY: 2 LEW.L: C 

FIN'DING: 

There is no first out annunciator panel for the turbine-generator. The 
first-out panel should consist of separate tiles for each of the turbine 
gP.nP.rator trip functions. 

RESPONSE: 

This is not a significant problem. If the turbine generator trips, a 
s~ of annunciator tiles flash in alarm. Simultaneously, the printer 
r s the specifid nature of the alarm. Operators can refer to the 
pr er to assess the problem and take corrective actions. . . 

I"1PLF.:MENTATION: 

A as is. 

4397/c/59 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX NO.: 0339 

12 HED 1'T0. : 3. 1. 4. A-1 

2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

The annunciator system is not prioritized to differentiate the seriousnAss 
of alarms. A first out alarm feature exists for reactor trip, but this 
covers only one annunciator board. 

RESPONSE: 

omprehensive annunciator review package will address the issue of 
itization. 

IMPLEMET\JTATION: 

B e completion of the sedond refueling outag~. 

4 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO. : 0281 

12 HEn 1'J0. : 3. l . 5. A-1 

CA.,...,B<iORY: ?. LEVEL: ~ 

FINDING: 

There is no auditory or visual signal which indicates that an alarm has 
clearea. At present, the operator has to periodically activate the reset 
control to find out which alarms have cleared. 

·· .. ~ 

RESPONSB: 

A re~lash mo~ification will be implemente~ on Unit 3 and if compatible 
wi 0 he irnplemented on Unit 2. 

Ir-1?L8MBN":'A.TI01'J: 

Rv completion nf the second refueling outage. 

4397/c/45 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0440 

12 HED NO. : 3 • 2 . 1 • E- 3 

CA.'T'EGORY: 2 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

The aunitory horn mechanisM for the annunciator system noes not 
automatically reset when it is silenced. The silence button will silence 
the horn, however, it is not reset until the acknowlenqe button is 
pressed. 

RESPONSE: 

Ad inistratively, the operator is required to go to the appropriate 
, acknowledge the alarm and take appropriate action. · 

. 

IrvtPLEMENTA.TION: A. as i_s. 

4421/c/51 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

12 HED: 3. 2 .1. F-1 

C~'l1BGORY: LEVEL: C 

FINDI11TG: 

There are no separate auditory signals at each panel. There are three 
auaitory signals on the main control panels as follows: one for panels 
902-3 and 902-4; one for panel 902-5; and one for panels 902-6, 902-7, 
and 902~8. Separate panel auditory signals wouid alert the operator as 
to the explicit location of any problem. 

RESPONSE: 

Although separate auditory signals are recommended to aid the operator in 
a-mining.the location of a problem, human perceptual capabilities are 
1, en in the recognition. of different auditory alerts. The .current 
num er of alerts is about the maximum desirable; additional alerts could 
confuse, rather than help the operator. 

IMPLEMEN.TATION: A.c. as is. 

4385/c/56 



• 
DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX NO.: 0481, 0221 

12 HED: 3.3.1.A-5, 3.3.1.A-6 

CATEGORY: 1 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

~he annunciator tiles cited should be on the 923-5 panel. There is 
currently no room on the 923-5 annunciator grid for them. 

902-3 

02-4 

RESPONSE: 

A-03-902-3 
C-01-902-3 
C-02-90?-3 
E-01-902-3 
E-03-902-3 
A-12-902-3 
B-16-902-3 

.C-16-902-3 
E-16-902-3 
F-14-902-3 
A-18-902-4 
B-18-902-4 
C-18-902-4 
C-22-902-4 
C-23-902-4 
D-18-902-4 
E-23-902-4 
F-17-902-4 
F-21-902-4 
G-21-902-4 
H-21-902-4 

RX BLD VENT CH B HI HI RADIATION 
NEW FUEL STORAGE HI RADIATION 
OFF GAS HI HI ~ADIATION 
RADWASTE BLD HI RADIATION 
X-AREA UNIT COOLER T~IP 
HP CI COND STORAGE TANK LOW LOW LEVEL 
HX BLD VENT CH A OR B HIGH RADIATION 
RX BLD FUEL POOL CH A HI RADIATION 
RX BLD FUEL POOL CH B HIGH RADIATION . 
RX BLD VENT CH A HI HI RADIATION 
SUP POOL BULK TEMP HI DIV 1 
SUP POOL BULK TEMP HI DIV 1 
SUP POOL BULK TEMP HI DIV II 
NARROW RANGE TORUS WATER HIGH LEVEL 
NARROW RANGE TORUS WATER LOW LEVEL 
SUP POOL BULK TEMP HI DIV II 
TORUS WATER HIGH TEMP 
RX BLD EQUIP DRN TK HIGH LEVEL 
CRD DISCH VOL LEVE HI HI 
CRD DISCH VOL LEVEL HI 
CRD DISCH VOL LEVEL TROUBLE 

An annunciator review package will be p~epared to review th~ problems 
involved with positioning, technical content and wording of annunciator 
tiles. As a ~esult of the package, all appropriate adjustments will he 
made. 

~ 
By the completion of the second refueling outage. 

4385/c/66 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

X NO.: 0282 

12 BED NO. : 3. 3 • 1 . B. L-1 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

The annunciator panels do not have labels that identify which alarms they 
contain. 

RESPONSE: 

The control panels are properly labeled. The annunciator panels 
r.enced to a specific labeled control.panel. There is no need to 
] annunciator panels. · 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

A as is. 

4380c/pg53 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0320 

··12 HED: 3.3.1.C.l-3 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

There are no provisions (documented) that ensure that when the tile is 
removed to replace the bulb, it is replaced in the correct location. 

Tlllarm response procenure identifies the annunciator wording ann the 
c inates of the tile. If there is confusion on the tile location, 
a ciator procedures are usually checked when alarms souna. If they do 
not agre~ with the procedures,. the problem is investigated. 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0354 

12 HEn: 3.3.2.B 1 

LEVBL: C 

FI t-JD It-JG : 

The flash r~te for annunciator alarms on panels 902-3, 902-4, 902-5, 
902-6, 902-7, and 902-8 is approximately 1.5 flashes per second, and on 
pan~ls 902-54, 902-55, and 902-56 is approximately 1 flash per second. 

RESPONSE: 

The flash rates will be adjusted to 3-5 flashes per second to conform 
w the checklist guidelines. This will be done as part of the 
a ciator re~flash modification described in HED 0343. 

IMPLEMENTATION: B. completion of the second refueling outage. 

4380c/pg2 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIO~S 

12 HED NO.: 3.3.3.B-7 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

There are some alarm tiles that are not grouped together by function or 
systems. Examples are alarms associated with LPCI and HPCI. 

T.1-\P .:i.l.:i.rms .:i.ssor.intP.c'l with the HPCI are groupen together, however, there 
ther·alarms within these alarms. The alarms associated with LPCI 
11 containe~ within one annunciator. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

Accept as is. 

43ROc/pq2 

• 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

X NO.: 0286 

12 HED NO.: 3.3.3.C.l-4 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

There is no aesignator gtid co6rdinate label on the seventh row of the 
vertical axes on the annunciator panel. A letter "G" should be affixed 
to this coordinate position to complete the designator grid coordinate 
system for the annunciator system. 

RESPONSE: 

A letter "G" will be placed on the vertical axis, seventh row for the 
annunciator grid system. This letter "G" will be a plate-label 

istent with the ~tyle, letter height, etc.~ of the other annunciator 
inate grid labels. 

IMPTJF.ME1'JT~TI0N: 

~e completion of the second refueling outage. 

4421/c/54 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX NO.: 0283 

12 HED: 3.3.3.C.3-l 

CA'T'EGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

The letter height of the annunciator panel coordinate 
designators do not subtent a minimum visual angle of 12 
minutes. Based upon a viewing distance of 20 feet from a 
central position the letter height should be .85 inches to 
subtena·an angle of 12 minutes. The actual measurements are 
.65 inches which subtend an angle of 9.3 minutes. Proper 
letter height can ensure accurate and quick reanahility of the 
coordinate designators. 

RESPONSE: 

The annunciator coordinate designators can be effectively read 

•

from the operators normal work area. However, they will be 
examined further as a function of the control room labeling 
program. · · 

P1PLEMEJ\JTATION: 

~y the completion of the second refueling outage. 

4426/c/5 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0284 

12 HED NO.: 3.3.3.D.1-3 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

The maximum number of alarms tile for the annunciator panel is 64, this 
exceeds the recommended maximum of 50 tiles per panel. The current 
panels are an 8 x 8 matrix. 

RESPONSE: 

,To ain the operatnr in inentifyinq individual tiles, the annunciators 
w 8 x 8 matrices will have vertical axes designators on both right and 
1 sides of the panel. 

IMPLEMENTATION: . 

B~~letion of the second refueling outage. 

4421/c/35 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

X NO.: 0321 

12 HED: 3.3.3.E-5 

C,ll,.'T'EGORY: 2 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

Th~ ~esign of the annunciator system does not include a ~ethod to 
identify out of service alarms. When an alarm is out of service a yellow 

.caution sticker i~ placed in the corner of the tile to indicate to the 
operator that it is out of service. (Photo Log L-4.) 

RESPONSE: 

Caution sticker indicates to operator that alarm is unreliable. Caution 
efers operator to specific work request for details. Auditory 
g is not necessary. Alarm either alarms continuously or not at 

a . Only investigation into alarm will provide information that alarm 
is not valid. Caution tag is as effective as any other color coding 
technique. 

IMPLEMENTZ\TION: 

A as is. 

4380/pg33 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX NO. : 0322 

12 HED: 3.3.4.A-l 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: A 

FINDING: 

The legends on some annunciator alarm tiles are ambiguous and/or 
ccinfusing. The words on the alarm tile do not accurately indicate 
what the problem is. By having the legend on the tile specified 
unambiguous can ensure quick and accurate response to the alarms. 
This is a particular problem mentioned in an operator survey 
response for alarm F5 on the 902 (3)-4 panels: on 902-4 the tile 
reads "Recirc. MG A/B control cabinet hi temp". On the 903-4 panel 
the tile reads "Recirc. MG set A/Bex. air hi temp." Photo Log No. 
L-8 

·- ...... 

RESP0l\fSE: 

The legen~ on the alarm tiles will be reworded so they are clear an~ 
unambiquous. 

IMPLEM"RNTATION: 

y the com~letion of the secono refueling outage. 

4426/c/8 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX NO. : 0329 

12 HED: 3.3.5.A.l-6 

CA'l'EGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

The letter height on the annunciator tiles do not subtend a 
visual angle of 12 minutes of arc, based on a calculated max. 
viewing distance of 8 ft. This distance is based on the 
distance between the first out panel and associated controls on 
panel 902-5. (Photo Log L-13) 

RESPO~SE: 

Annunciator tiles will be re-labeled, applying appropriate 
human engineering principles as a function of the annunciator 
section of the labeling packaqe. 

IMPLEME~TATION: 

By completinn o~ the secon~ refueling outage. 

4-426/c/18 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0330 

12 mm NO . : ~ . 3 . 5 . A . 2 - 7 

CA"t'BGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

Letter heights are not identical (consistent) for all alarm tiles in the 
primary control room. Letter heights may vary from 0.11 to 0.29 inches. 

RESP0NSE: 

Annunciator tile legends wilL be re-labeled, applying appropriate h~man 
e eering principles as a function of the labeling package, annunciator 
s n. 

B pletion of the second refueling ~utage. 

4421/c/7 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

X NO.: 0285 

12 HED NO. : 3. 3. 5. B. 2-1 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: 

FINDING:. 

Type styles of letters on annunciator tiles are not consistent in the 
main control room. Some use tall thin letters, while others use short 
thick letters. 

RESPONSE: 

Annunciator tile le~ends will be re-labeled, applying appropriate human 
neering principles as a function of the annunciator portion of the 
ling packaqe. · 

I ~1PLEMF.l\lTAT I ON: 

.mpletion of- the secon<l refueling outage. 

4421/c/6 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0331 

12 BF.D NO.: 3.3.5.B.3-9 

CA.TBGORY: L'EVEL: c 

FPJDING: 

Legen<ls on annunci~tor alarm tiles use lower-case letters. Only upper
case letters should be used, as they subtend a larger visual angle, and 
are easier to rean. 

RESPONSE: 

tile legends will be re-labeled, applying appropriate human 
e eering principles as a function of the labeling package. 

H1PLBMENTATIOU: 

pletion of the second refueling outage. 

~4421/c/5 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

Il. 1'10~ : ___ 0_2_8_. 7 _________ _ 

12 HED ~O.: 3.3.5.C.l-3 

CA.'l'BGOR.Y: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

Some ·alarm tiles have the labeling etched on in ink and often this 
lettering has been rubbed off, and is not always readable. The letters 
shoul~ be engraved on the tile face. 

~nnunciator tile legends will he re-laheled, applying appropriate human 
~n erinq principles as ~ function of the annunciator review program. 

l3v1 letlon of the second refuelinq outa~e. 

'A42l/c/4 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

x t-1().: 0288 

12 HF.n ~O.: 3.3.5.C.2-5 

CA.'T'EGO~Y: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINnING: 

The worn "Trouble" on annunci?.ttor alarm A-10 on panel 903-8 is a 
dyno-tape label. The lettering is white on a red background. Guidelines 
suggest th~t dark lettering ~e used on a white (light) background. This 
tile should be re-labeled to conform to accepted guidlines and human 
factors principles. 

RESPO~SE: 

~cia:or tile legends will be re-labeled, applying appropriate human 
~eer1ng principles. 

V1PLEMENTATION: 

B~pletion of the second refueling outage. 

4421/c/3 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

~INDEX ~0.:~~~-0_3_3_2~~~~~~~~ 
12 HBD ~O.: 3.3.5.D.1-11 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 
~~~~~- -~~~~-

FINDING: 

The stroke-winth-to-character height ratio for characters on 
alarm tiles is not between 1:6 and 1:8. Based upon the minimum 
height .33 inches the stroke width should be between .041 and 
.06 inches. The actual stroke widths measured range from .-02 
inches to .08 inches. By having adequate stroke widths ensures 
proper character size and can increase readability of the 
characters. (Photo log No. L-16). 

RESPONSE: 

The existing tiles will be replaced with tiles which have 
troke winths between .04 and .06 inches as a function of a 
ystematic annunciator retrofit. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

~ the completion of the second refueling outage. 

4425/c/l 



• 

DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

. INDEX NO.: 0333, 0334, 0335 
~~~~~~'--~~--'--~~~~~~~ 

12 HED ~O.: 3.3.5.D.2-13, D.3-15, D.4-17 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

The letter and numeral. width-to-height ratio for characters on 
alarm tiles is not between 3:5 and 1:1 and the space between 
character is belos the minimum recommended. Based upon the 
minimum height .33 inches the letter width should be between 
.20 and .33 inches. The actual letter widths measured range 
from .07 inches to .26 inches with only 9 out of 30 being above 
.20 inches. (Photo log ~o. L-17). 

RF.SPONSE: 

The alarm tiles will be re-engraved to adhere to human factors 
rincipals for letter width-to-height ratios spacing as a 

function of the control room wide annunciator program. 

IMPLEMENTATION: .y the co~p 1-et ~o~ of the second refueling outage. 

4425/c/2 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

. NO.: 0336 

12 HED NO.: 3.3.5.D.5-19 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: c -----

FINDING: 

The spac~ between words on some annunciator alarm tiles is below the 
accepted guideline minimum. 

Annunciator tile leaen~s will be re-labeled, applying appropriate human 
e eering principles. Refer to the labeling package, annunciator 
s on .. 

IMPLEMEN'T'!l.TION': 

B.pletion of th.e se.cond refueling outage. 

4421/c/ll 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0337 

12 HEO NO.: 3.3.5.D.6-21 

CA.'l'EGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDI'f\JG: 

The spacing between lines of legend writing on some annunciator alarm 
tiles is below the accepted guideline minimum. 

REc:;P01'1SE: 

Annunciator tile legends will be re-labeled, applying appropriate human 
e eering principles. 

H1PLEMENTATION': 

of the -second refueling outage ... 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

• NO. : 0276/0128/0277 

. 12 HED NO.: 3.4.l.A.l-l/~2/2-3 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

A silence control is not included with the rest of the annunciator 
response controls on the following panels: 902-54, 902-55, 902-56, 
903-54, 903-55, 903-56. 

R.ESPOY.:rs~: 

Acknowle~qe buttons silen6e the 
t.sporn1 to appropriate panel 

I~1PLF.~ff:N'1'A.'T'I0N: A. ri.s is. 

438lc/pql 

alarms. 
alarm. 

Present ~esign requires operator 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

I~DEX NO.: 0473 

12 BED ~O.: 3.4.1.D-5 

Cl'.\TEGORY: 2 LEVEL: B 

FINDING: 

The periodic testing of annunciators is not required by an administrative 
procedure. 

·· .. ·. 

· RESP0~TSB: 

.n. 
t 

inlstrative proce~ure has been place~ in Affect to control the 
q of annunciators. 

4402/c/15 



• 

DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX Nb.: 0278, 0130 

12 HED: 3.4.2.A-l, -2 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

Repetitive qroups of annunciator controls in the primary 
operating area and common panels are not arranged the same and 
one set is not in the same relative location as the other 
panels. By arranging the controls the same and placing them in 
the same relative area can ensure that the operator can quickly 
respond to an alarm and reduce the possibility of activating 
the wrong control. Photo Log No. T_,-18/L-l 9/L-20 

RESPONSE: 

3ackgroun<l shaning will be used to distinguish annunciator 
controls from other instrumentation . 

IMPLEMET\J'1'ATIO~: 

By the completion of the secon<l refueling outage. 

426/c/ 4 



• 
DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX NO.: 0369 

12 HED Nn.: 3.4.2.B.l-3 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: A 

FINDING: 

The annunciator controls are not coded by means of color coding, color 
shading, demarcation, or shape coding. (Photo Log L-21/L-18.) 

RESPO"'lSE: 

ciator controls will be coaen by shape so that they will be 
rent than other controls on the panels. Also, the group of 

annunciator controls will be backgroun~ shaded. 

MEN'J'A't'ION: 

e completion of the first refueling outage. 

438lc/pg2 



SECTION 4 
CONTROLS 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0050/0038 

12 HED ~O. :4.l.l.E.2-3/4.1.1.E.3-2 

CA'l'EGORY: 2 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

Controls on common panels appear to have internal looseness due to the 
loose coupling between the switch and handle shafts or actual switch 
sha~t looseness. Tiqht control hannles can provide positive tactual 
feedback to the operator that the correct control position is being 
selecte~ an<l that the switch is. functioninq pronerly (Photo Log C-23 and 
I-5). This affects primarily controls related to the 138 KV system an<l 
J-hnnnle controls on cnmmon oanels. ~R 81 138 KV OCB; OLB 352-110 Line 
1207; T~ 83 OCB; Transformer 83 Synch. · 

RRSPOJ>.T<;E: 

The controls that have been identified as having loose handles or shafts 
w e examined on a case by case basis to determine the proper 
c tive maintenance to solve the problem. These may require only 
tig tening the screw holding the handle to the shaft. 

B complet1on of secon<l refueling outage. 

4397/c/48 



• DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX NO. : 0109 

12 F~D NO.: 4.l.l.E.3-1 

CATEGORY: l LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

Controls on the main control panels have internal looseness. 
D-8). 

RESP0~1SF.: 

(Photo log 

t
. fP.elinq of the position netent exceens shaft. play. There is no 
. enten evidence that this has presented any problems. The looseness 

e J-hannle control is related to. the coupler between switch shaft 
an the handle assembly. The control positions are easily selected, the 
looseness is rninim~l. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

~.t as is. 

4._ . /pg73 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0061/0201 

12 HED ~O.: 4.l.2.A-1/4.1.2.B-7 

CATEGORY: 1 LEVEL: A 

FINDING: 

A response on the operator survey indictated that controls on the 923-2 
panel have been accidentally bumped and possibly activated. Th~ panel is 
in a hiqh traffic area and does not have guard rails. Controls on the 
panel, therefore, could be accidentally activated. 

RE~PO~SE: 

A is to be installed to prevent operators from inadvertently 
a ing controls while leaning over the benchboard and to protect from 
b bumpen by passers by. 

B completion of the first refueling outage. 

4397/c/50 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

12 HED NO.: 4.2.1-6 

Cl\.TEG0'R.Y: ?. LEVEL: B 

FINDING: 

Several toqqle switches have pnsitions labeled "UP" which is actually 
loci'l.te<l below the switch. This interferes with normal operator 
expectations. Photo Log(D-34) 

RESPONSE: 

T 
n 

abeling and switch positions will be reversed/modified to comply with 
1 operator expectations. 

1ENT.i\:TION: 

e completion of the second refueling outi'l.ge. 

4402/c/14 



• INDEX NO.: 

DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

158/160/161 

12 HED ~O.: 4.2.l.~-2/4.2.l.A-6/4.2.1.A-5 

C~'T.'EGORY: 1 LEVEL: c 

FINT1ING: 

Dir~ction o~ control movement ~oes not conform to population stereotypes 
(e.g., open to the right, close to the left). The movement of the 
i~~ntifie~ controls is such that open is to the left and close is to the 
right. Photo Log (D-11, D-12, F-1)) 

RESPONSE: 

irection of movement of designated controls will be changed to 
rm to the stereotype; open to the right and close to the left. 

MENTAT-IC>N: 

e co~pletion of the second refueling outage. 

4402/c/47 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

X NO.: 0157 

12 BED: 4.2.1.E-l 

C:a..TEG0RY: 1 LEVEL: C -----
FINDING: 

Direction of control movement does not conform to the population 
stereotype. Right control action designating an increas~/raise in 
function, left control action designating a necrease/lower in 
functfon (Photo Log D-9). Motor Speed Changer; Motor Gear Unit; 
Motor ~peen 0-lanoer; Motor Gear Unit. 

RESPONSE: 

B 

nirection of mbvement of the designated controls will be changed 
nform to the stereotype; increase/raise to the right, and 
ase/lower to the left. 

pletion of s~cond refueling outage. 

4399/c/15 



INDEX NO.: 0040/0043 

~D: 4.2.2.F.3-2/4.2.2.F.3-3 

CJ\TEG0RY: 2 LEVBL: c 

FINDING: 

The color of toqgle switches on 923-SA do not contrast well against the 
panel where they are mounted. (Photo Log C-21) 

The twelve toggles are dark silver colored against a gray background. 
All toggles are located on 2 vendor modules. 

RESPONSE: 

The silver colored toggle switch contrasts sufficiently against the gray 
background particularly since position location is involved as well as 
depth perception. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

Accept as is. 

-4./17 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0139 

12 BED NO.: 4.2.2.F.3-5 

l LBVEL: c 

FINDING: 

The color of the control knobs does not contrast with the color of the 
panel background. Black on black provides very low contrast for 
identifyinq controls. Photo Loq (F-4) 

RESPONSE: 

A-ugh the control knob is black and the panel background is black, 
t are of different hues and.saturation. In addition, depth, size and 
s _ng cues are available for these controls located on the back panels. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

~ 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0142 

2 Ll<;VEL: C 

FINDING: 

Pushbutton surfaces are smooth an~ convex where finger contact is made. 
Pushbutton should be slip-resistant and concave (Photo Log K-7). 

···,': 

RESPm1SE: 

surface has minimal impact in its operation. No significant 
is necessary to operate the control. The plastic coverings do have 

slip resistant qualities. 

IMPLEMENTATION: A. as is. 

4380c/pq23 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

X NO.: 0110 

12 HED NO.: 4.3.2.A.l-l 

CA'l'EGORY: 2 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

The diameter of fingertip operation pushbuttons is less than the minimum 
diameter required (Photo Log K-11). 

RE'";PIJNSE: 

-o~ pushhutton has ·minimal impact on its operation. 
~ is pecessary for its operation. 

IMPLEMF.NTATION: 

.~·· 
4380c/pg24 

No ~ignificant 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

,X NO.: 0111 

l 2 R'Bn WI • : 4 . 3 • 2 • l\. 1- /. 

CA'T'EGORY: .?. LBVEL: C 

FINDING: 

The ~iameter of finqertip operated pushbuttons is less than the minimum 
required diameter (Photo Log F-16) • 

. RESPONSE: 

T-above are "zero test" pushbuttons on control modules which are 
t elves non critical and infrequently used. The size of the 
p uttons has minimal effect on its operation. 

P1PLEMENTATION: 

A as is. 

438'1c/pg?5 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0144 

l? BED: 4.3.2.A.l-4 

CA"T'f:GO'R.Y: 2 L?.VEL: C 

FINDING: 

TJnguarner1. anc'!. non-recessen pushbuttons for fingertip operation are less 
than the recommended diameter of .375''. (Photo Log F-7) 

RESPON'SE: _ 

s-·~f pushbutton has minimal impact on the its operation. 
s~icant force is necessary to operate the control. 

IMPLEMEl\fTA"T'ION: -A· a~ is. 

4385/c/8 

No 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO. : 0041 

12 HED NO.: 4.3.2.A.2-3 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: C -----
FINDING: 

Ten recessed pushbuttons on the Dresden Lake Lift Station Panel are below 
the minimum diameter specification of .75" (Photo Log C-27). 

RESPONSE: 

The niameter of the recessed "area" ·is greater than .75" and is large 
h to operate without impacting performance. 

A as is. 

. 4380c/pg26 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0204 

12 HED ~O.: 4.3.2.D-5 

CATEGORY: 1 LEVEL: 6 
~~~~~- -~~~~~ 

FINDING: 

The resistance of the guarded pushhuttons exceed the guideline limit of 
40oz. Several of those tested exceed 80oz. (off scale). 

The sam~ style of quar~en pushhuttons is used throughout the control 
There is no difficulty in actuating these pushbuttons and no 

on o~ any ~ifficultv in the operator survey. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

is. 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0205 

12 HED NO.: 4.3.2.D-7 

CATEG0RY: 2 LEVEL: c -----

FINDING: 

The resistance of the "auto start" pushbutton on the tip drive controls 
is greater than the guideline of 40 oz. 

oushhutton is rarelv used. It is use~ only for rnaintenan~e. 

IMPLEMENT AT IO°t'J: 

Accept as is. 

438n/c/78 



.X NO.: 

DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0206 

1/ RBD ~0.: 4.1.2.D-R 

CA'T'EGORY: ?. LF.:VBL: c 

FINDING: 

T~e four fin~ertip pushbuttons on the controller (CRD temp recorder 
control) require only 8 oz. of force to activate, which is below the 10 
oz. minimum. 

T bove nushbuttons are used only for monitoring, and are not critical 
t e operators. The impact of inadvertent activation is minimal. 

IMPLEMENTA.TION: 

Accept as is. 
=====--=~ 

4380/c/80 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0207 

12 H~D NO.: 4.3.2.D-9 

CATEGORY: 1 LEVEL: c 

FINDI'NG: 

Th~ "INOP PlHIBIT" finqert:i.p pushbutton on all of the channels requires 
only 8 oz. of force to be act i vat ea. which is less than the 10 oz.· rrtini mum. 

RF::SP0NSB: 

The above pushbuttons are used only during surveillance, prior to start 
u~nadvertent activation would have minimal operational impact. 

Accept as is. 

4380/c/79. 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

.X NO.: 0112/0328 

12 H~n ~0.: 4.3.3~A-l/5.3.3.~-8 

CA'l'EGO'R.Y: 2 LEVBL: C 

FINDING: 

Leqenn pushbuttons are not distinguishable from legend indicator lights. 
Bquipment with control function should be readily identifiable (P~oto Log 
D-22 an<l M-5). EGC; !RM; IRM; Rod Worth Minimizer; SRM; CRD System (CR 
Selects); SRM Detector Drive Cont; !RM Detector Drive Cont; Turbine 
Controls; SRM; CRD Selects; SRM Detect Drive Cont; !RM Detect Drive Cont; 
EHC System; T~ip-Txipp~4;_ ~9ad_Limit-Load Limit Limiting; Condenser 
Vacuum Trip-Tripped; Condenser Vacuum Trip-Vactium NorrnaT; - Corideriser 
Vacuum Trip-Resetting; Condenser Vacuum Trip-Reset; Condenser Vacuum 
Trip-Vacuum Low; Hydralic Fluid Press; Electrical Malfunction/PMG Power 
Malfunction; "A" in Control; "B" in Control; Overspeed Trip System/Lock 
Out Valve-norm; Overspeed Trip System/Emergency Governor Trip; Overspeed 
Trip System/Emergency Governor-Resetting; Reset-Reset; Circuit Breaker_ 
Closed; Speed Status-At Set Speed; Bypass Valve Opening Jack 
Selector-Open; Bypass Valve Opening Jack Selector-Closed; Speed 
Status-Increase Speed; EAC System; Trip-Tripped; Load Limit-Load Limit 

ing; Condenser Vacuum Trip-Tripped; Condenser Vacuum Trip-Vacuum 
l; Connenser Vacuum Trip-~esetting; Condenser Vacuum Trip-Reset;_ 

Condenser Vacuum Trip-Vacuum Low; Hydralic Fluid Press; Electrical 
111::i.1 funct ion/PM'1 Power Malfunction; "A" in Control; "B" in Control; 
Overspeed Trip System Status/Lockout Valve Normal; Overspeed Trip System 
Status/~mergency Governor Trip; Overspeed ~rip System Status/Emergency 
Governor-Reset; Reset-Reset; Circuit Breaks Closed; Speed Status-Increase 
Spead; Soeea Status-~t Set Sp~ed; Bypass Valve, Opening Jack 
Selector-Open; Bypass Valve Opening Jack Selector-Closed. 

RESPONSE: 

Arrays that present a mixture of legend lights and pushbuttons will be 
coded to indicate which are pushbuttons. A coding convention such as a 
colorei:'l_ dot or border on pushbuttons will be developed and implemented. 

- ----~==-

IMPLE"iENTATION: 

B~ comnletion of the second refueling outage. 

4397/c/51 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0113 

12 HED: 4.3.3.B.l-2 

C~TF:GORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

Leg~n0s arP. not reaaable under ambient lighting conditions. Applicable 
only to those legends which are color coded red. (Photo Log D-16) 

RESPONSE: 

Th-ed color ana green color filaments of the fol lowi ig legends wi 11 be 
r ed with a color which enhances the legend: on panel 902-7, 
E 3-7-13L, 03~7-15, 03~7-16A, 03-7-178, 03~7-19C, 03-7-19F, 03-7-20, 
03-7-21B, 03-7-3A, and on panel 903-7: 02-7-13C, 02-7-15, 02-7-16A, 
02-7-178, 02-7-19C, 02-7-19F, 02-7-20, 02-7-218, 02-7-3A. 

IMPLEMEN'!'ATION: 

B~ complet~on of the second refueling outage. 

4385/c/l 

------- _,~,,,_,,_ ="""=== 



DRESDEN CORREC~IVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 044 7 

12 BEn: 4.3.3.B.3-14 

CAri:'EG0RY: 1 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

Characters on legend pushbuttons do not subtend 15 min. of visual arc at 
a viewing distance of 3ft. 

RESPONSE: 

Du 'nq normal operations, viewing distance is within 34 inches of the 
1 s. At that distance, characters will subtend at least 15 min. of 
v arc. Leqends on legend pushbuttons become crucial during 
accuation, at that time the operator is close enough to easily read the 
lP-qern'ls. Z\t a nistance of over three feet status of the pushbutton 
leqend liqht anfl the color of the pushbutton become.the primary 
i<lenti.fi.ers. 

A as is. 

4385/c/2 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX NO.: 0115/327/0114 

12 HED NO.: 4.3.3.B.5-4/5~7/5-3 

Cn.TEGO~Y: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

Legends on legend lights contain more than three lines of text and legend 
pushbuttons contain more than four lines of text. These exceed the 
guideline specification. Too much lettering on a small pushbutton or 
legend light becomes cluttered and difficult to read. 

isihility o~ the c~ted legend pushbuttons and legend lights is good, 
is not clutter that makes reading the legends difficult. This is 

venr'l or s11pp l i ec'l equ i pm en t. 

~1ET\lT AT I ON : 

is. 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

, NO.: 0120 

12 HED NO. : 4. 3 • 3 • D. 1- 9 

CATBGORY: 2 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

Physical barriers are not used when legend pushbuttons are side by side. 
Such barriers guard against the accidental activation of an adjacent 
pushbutton. Photo Log(D-22) 

RESPONSE: 

e is no consequence to this deficien~y. These turbine load switches 
a lso relaten to thumbwheels that would minimize the effect of 
i ertent actuation. 

.o=---=~--=---- -·~===== 

IMPLEMEN'TATION: 

A as is. 

4397/c/52 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0121 

12 B~n NO.: 4.3.3.D.1-10 

l L~VBL: ~ 

FINDING: 

P~ysical barriers are not used when legend pushbutton are side by side. 
Such barriers prevent against the accidental actuation of an adjacent 
pushbutton. Rod Worth Minimizer; Rod Select Matrix; Rod Worth Minimizer; 
Rod Select Matrix. Photo Log(D-25). 

RESPONSE: 

'J:'he ci. ted 

e.t of 

switches require two steps to actuate; this minimizes the 
any possible accidental actuation. 

Ac as is. 

4397/c/53 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

X NO.: 0122 

12 HED: 4.3.3.E.1-11 

CATBGORY: 1 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

The size of leqend pushbuttons is below the minimum required size of .75". 
(Photo Log D-24) 

RESPONSE: 

A 

of pushbutton has minimal impact on its operation. No significant 
necessary to operate the control. 

as is. 

4385/c/3 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0123 

12 HEn NO.: 4.3.3.E.1-12 

CT\.'T'F.GO:RY: 2 LEVBL: C 

FINDING: 

The size of the legenn pushbuttons is below the minimum required size of 
• 7 5" (Photo Log D-22). 

RESPOf\l'SE: 

S~of the pushbutton has minimal impact on its operation. 
s~ficant force necessary to operate the control. 

IMPLSMENTATION: 

<'l.S i S. 

4380c/pg27 

No 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0124 

12 BED NO.: 4.3.3.E.5-13 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: C 

FPTDING: 

Leg1=mn pushbuttons have a resistance greater than the recommended 40 oz. 
P.esistance was measured at 48 oz. (Photo Log D-18). 

RESPONSE: 

D~~ence between actual resistance and recommended resistance is 
m~l, and has no impact on the ability to use the control. 

IMPLF::MEN'"r_n,.TI0N: Ac- as is. 

43-pg28 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX NO.: 0211/0466 

12 HED: 4.4.3.A-5/4.4.3.A-4 

LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

Kev onerated controls are used when system requirements do not dictate 
that they should be secured against unauthorized activation. This may 
cause unnecessary delays while ohtaininq the keys. 

·· .. ~ 

inaporopriate key locks will be.replaced with a different control. 
This is currently under evaluation by engineering and operations. 

MEN'I'A'T' I0T\l: 

By the comnletion of the second refueling outage. 

4385/c/5 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0145 

l? HED: 4.4.3.D-2 

CA.,,F.GO~Y: 1 Ll'.:VEL: C 

Fll'mING: 

Key ooeraten controls are not oriented where the vertical key position 
designates an "off 11 or "safe" position. The normal "monitor" mode is at 
t11e 10 o'clock position. (Photo Log D-20) 

RESPONSE: 

T~s ?ot time critical, and not a problem for the operators, as this 
o~at1on is consistently used throughout panel 902-13. 

IMPLEMEN'l'A'!'ION: A. as i.s. 

4395/c/6 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0146 

12 HED: 4.4.3.D-3 

CATEGO~Y: 1 LEVEL: C -----

FINDING: 

Key operated controls are not oriented where the vertical key position 
designates an "off" or "safe" position. ·The normal mode is at the 10 
o'clock position. (Photo Log D-21) 

RESPONSE: 

T is not time critic:::i.l, and not a problem for the operator, as this 
o tation is consistently used throughout panels 902 and 903. 

A as is. 

4385/c/7 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDBX 'I'm.: 0042 

12 HRD ~O.: 4.4.3.F-l 

LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

Control positions for two key operated controls are not labelled. They 
are identified as "keyboard" without other function/control information. 
(Photo Log C-24) 

RESPONSE: P.: control position information will be provided for detented control 
p ion. 

~1ET\l'1' A'!' I 0 N : · 

e completion of the second refueling outage. 

44.30/c/18 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0147/0126 

12 HED: 4.4.4.B-4/4.4.4.B-2 

CAT"P.G0RY:· 1 LEVF.L: C 

FINDING: 

On continuo~s adjustment rotary controls, the scale appears on the 
control knob skirt while the position indication is fixed on the panel. 
Instead the position indication should be on the control knob, and the 
scale should be affixed to the panel. (Photo Logs D-13, K-8) 

··-~ 

RESPONSE: 

While scale indication or knob skirts may be blocked by the operator's 
hand during use, the height of the control in relation to its diameter ·is 
g enough to preclude such blockage on these controls. 

TMPIJEMENTA:TTON: 

Accept as is. 

43 g69 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

IN'DEX NO.: 0127 

l/ HEn: 4.4.4.C.l.A-3 

C:z\T'RG0RY: 1 T,F,VBL: C 

FINDIT\JG: 

Finq~rt1p qrasp rotary controls are less than the rec0mmenned height of 
• 5" . 

RESPO'N'SE: 

~icant effort is necessary to operate the control. 

H1 ENTATION: 

Accept as is. 

4385/c/4 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

~ N0.:~_0_1_4_8~~~~~~~~~~ 
12 HED NO.: 4.4.4.C.l.A-5 

CATEGORY: 1 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

On continuous adjustment rotary controls, the finger tip grasp knob 
height is less than the recommended .5 (minimum). The height for these 
controls was measured at .312". Photo Log (F-13) 

RESPONSE: 

The operation of these controls is not time critical and can be 
m ulated with ease. The operators have not reported any difficulty 
w operating these continuous ~djustment rotary controls. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

Accept as is. 

4 /55 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

12 q~n NO.: 4.4.4.E.l-6 

LEVBL: C 

FINDING: 

The continuous adjustment rotary controls with knob skirts have skirts 
which are 1.27" in diameter. This is below the recommended 2" diameter. 

RESPONSE: 

These knobs are alarm setpoints on the back panels whose use is not time 
'cal. Operators have little difficulty in using the control. 

IMPLF::MEN'1'A'J'ION: 

Accept as is. 

4 Vpg3o 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

I NO. : 01 74 

12 HED: 4.4.4.E.2-7 

CATEGORY: 1 L'EVEL: C 

FINDING: 

The continuous adiustment rotary controls with knob skirts have skirt 
heights of .125". This is below the recommended height of .25" (Photo 
Log I-7). 

RESPONSE: 

Th e knobs are alarm setpoints on the back panels whose use is not time 
c al. Operators have little difficulty using these controls. 

IMPLBMEl\TTA'T.'I0N: A-t .:is is. 

4-/pg35 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

12 BED: 4.4.4.E.4-8 

CATEGORY: 1 LF.:VF:L: C 

FINDING: 

The continuous adjustment rotary controls with knob skirts have knob 
heights of .5". This is below the recommended height of .75" (Photo Log 
I-8) • 

. RESPONSE: 

e knobs are alarm setpoints on the bacK panels whose use is not time 
'cal. Operators have little difficulty using these controls. 

IMPLEIV!'E~TA.TION: 

A t as is. 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0176 

12 HF.D NO.: 4.4.4.E.5-9 

CATEGORY: 1 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

The continuous adjustment rotary controls with knob skirts have knob· 
diameters of .57". This is below the recommended diameter of .75". 

RES1?01\J'SF.: 

Tl-ie~e 1~nohs are a la rm setpoi nt s on the back panels where· use is not ti me 
critical. Operators have little difficulty operating these controls. 

IMPL"8MF::NTZ:,,.TI01\l: 

Accept ;:i.s is. 

/pgl4 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0180 

12 HED NO.: 4.4.5.B.4-13/4.4.5.B.4-15 

CATBGORY: 2 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

There are no stops provided at the end of the selector range. 
result in an appropriate positioning of the control. Control 
- EPN 2700 V~ 903-8 - EPN 3700 V (Photo Log J-5). 

RESPONSB: 

This may 
panel 902-8 

For these controls the position which is heyond the labeled control 

used. 

ions was originally a control position. Its label has been taped 
1nn when the control is positioned there, it has the same effect as 

position. According to the operator, these controls are rarely 

I HPLF,MEN'I'ATIO~J: . A. ;:is is.· 

4380c/pgl5 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0181 

12 HED NO.: 4.4.5.B.4-14 

2 LEVEL: B -----
FINDING: 

The channel selector is not used and there are no stops to prevent its 
use. (Photo Log J-6) 

P ~ures governs its use. Also, this control is use<l for calibration 
a s only used infrequently by the operator. 

A as is. 

4430/c/23 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0150 

12 HED ~0.:4.4.5.D.2-6/4.4.5.D.2-7 

CA'T'EGO"R.Y: 2 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

Pointers on knobs are not mounted close to the settings to which they 
point. Cylinnrical knobs have white dots on the outer flat knob surface, 
.7S" from position settings. 

RESPONSE: 

T~is has not been reported as a problem. The controls are non-critical . 

• 

jir1PLEMENTAT ION: 

V>..c-. as is. 

14380c/pgl6 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0152 ----·-----------

12 HED NO.: 4.4.5.E.l-8 

CA'rEGORY: 1 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

Teardrop shaped knobs on rotary selector switches are below the 
recommended length of l"; they are .75". (Photo Log F-6) 

RESP0HSF.: 

Althouqh the controls ~n not meet the snecified criteria, the control 
d n is adequate for the operator to activate the control with accuracy. 

t RS is. 



NO.: 0153 

12 HED ~0.:4.4.5.E.3-9 
4.4.5.E.3-10 
4.4.5.E.3-11 

DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

CA~EGORY: 2 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

The diameters of thirty rotary selector $Witches are below the 
recommended diameter of l". A diameter of .25" was measured on the 
following: Panel 902-13: EPN 02-13-2, 02-13-3, 02-13-6, 02-13-7, 
02-13-8; Panel 903-13: EPN 03-13-2, 03-13-3, 03-13-6, 03-13-7, 03-13-8. 
A niameter of .5" was measured on the following; Panel 902-37: EPN 
02-37-11, 02-37-12, 02-37-13, 02-37-14, 02-37-2, 02-37-3, 02-37-5, 
02-37-6, 02-37-8, 02-37-9; Panel 903-37: EPN 03-37-11, 03-37-12, 
03-37-13, 03-37-14, 03-37-15, 03-37-02, 03-37-03, 03-37-05, 03-37-06, 
03-37-08, 03-37-9. A diameter of .75" was measured on the following; 
Panel 902-10: 02-10-14, 02-10-2; Panel 902-11: 02-11-15, 02-11-36, 
02-11-4; Panel 903-10: 03-10-14, 03-10-2; Panel 903-11: 03-11-15, 
03~11-36, 03-11-36, 63-11-4. . 

·~ 
ThP.re is no i_mnact on the successful oneration of the console due to 
niameter size (Photo Log F-2, F-5, K-9). 

P.1PTJ 1f~fP.~J'T'AT I 01'1 : .t as is. 

4380c/pq18 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0129 

12 RED: 4.4.5.B.4-2 

CATEG0RY: 1 LEVEL: C ---- -----
FINDING: 

All thumbuster type rotary selector switch finger group heights are below 
the recommended height of .625" (Photo Log K-13). 

~one of these controls ~re mooulated: they don't require holding . 

• 

I MPL P.MEJ\l'!' A. '"r I ON: 

/pcr34 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0047 

12 HED: 4.4.5.E.4-12 

C1'\'T.'EGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

The height of rotary selector switch handles on common panels is below 
the recommended height of .625". The heights were found at .312". 
Photo Log(C-25) 

RESPONSE: 

thumb buster switches ann can be operated without difficulty. 

I MPLEME~TAT I O?\l: 

t as is. 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0130/0131 

12 HED NO.: 4.4.5.F-3/4.4.5~F-4 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

Momentary contact rotary selector controls may be difficult to hold 
against the spring torque for as long as necessary to accomplish the 
control action. The cqntrols are located on the vertical section of 
panel 902-6 and on panels 902-7 and 903-7. Operators use a switch handle 
with a l~rqer finqer area to onerate these controls. One per unit is 
usen to operate the 50 identified controls. All controls are located on 
t~o. vertical section of 902-6, 902-7 ann 903-7 (Photo Log D-31 ~nd 
D-30). Vent Controls: Drain Controls: Main Stm Line Drain Valve: Stop 
Valve: nrain Valve. 

RESPONSE: 

The8e deficiencies will he correct~d with the appropriate action for the 
p cular control. The controls on panel 902-6 will be changed to seal 
i lves so th~y will not have to be held in position. The control 
sw1 ches on panels 902-7 and 903-7 will be changed to a control handle 
that can be held easily against the spring torque. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

completion of the second refueling outage. 

4397/c/54 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

I NO.: 0132 

12 BED NO.: 4.5.1.C.2-l 

CATEGORY: . 1 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

~he resistance of continuous adjustment thumbwheels is qreater than the 
recommended 6 oz. resistance. Resistance for these controls was 
apnroximately 10 oz. (Photo Log D-32). 

RESPONSE: 

T~easured resistance poses no problem for knob operation. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

A as is. 

4380c/pg22 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

I NO.: 0133/0134/0135 

12 HED NO.: 4.5.1.D.2.B-2/B-3/C-4 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: B 

FINDING: 

On ~iscrete settinq thumbwheel controls, the trough distance (see Exhibit 
4-13 in survey) is below the minimum required distance of .45''. Dis
tances were found at .4". Photo Log (E-23) 

RESPONSE: 

will he changeA as a by-product of the rod worth minimizer 
ign. 

P1PLB~fP.NTA"'.'InN: B. completion of the second refueling outage. 

4397/c/57 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

I~ N0.:~_0_0_4_4~~~~~~~~~~ 
12 HED NO.: 4.5.1.D.2.B-6 

CATEGORY: 3 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

The t~rouqh nistance of discrete setting thumbwheels is less than the 
minimum .45" required. Measured distance was .25". Photo Log (I-32/ 
I-31). 

RESPONSE: 

The operators do not use this thumbwheel. It is used by the instrument 
ics to set alarm points for temperature of the SBGT. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

Ac as is. 

4421/c/57 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS I. NO.: 0045 -------

12 HED NO.: 4.5.1.D.2.C-7 

CATF.GORY: 2 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

The width of descrete setting thurnbwheels Digital Temperature Alarms is 
less than the required .125". Width was measured at .062"~ (Photo Log 
I-33) 

RESPONSE: 

m.he operators no not use this thurnbwheel. It is used by the instrument 
m.ics only. 

IMPL~~1ENTA'T' ION: 

Ac. as is. 

4421/c/58 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS I. N0.:~_0_1_5_6~~~~~--~~~~ 
12 HED NO.: 4.5.2.B.2-l 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

The length of the sliae switch on panel 902-21 is below the recommended 
l". The length was .312" (Photo Log E-26). 

The lAnqth of the slioe switch will not affect operation of the switch . 

• 

IMPLEMENTATIO't\f: 

A as is. 

4380c/pg2l 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0137 

12 HED NO.: 4.5.3.C.4-l 

CA,.,,'EGORY: 2 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

~he resistance on large toggle switches exceens the maximum recom
mended resistance of 40 ounces. A resistance of 48 ounces was 
founn. Photo Loq (F-19, B-25) 

RESPONSE: 

resistance of 48 ounces, although exceeding the recommended 
r tance of 40 ounces, does not significantly influence the 
o ion of the switch. 

IMPLEME'f\JTATION: A. as is. 

4424/c/19 



• 

SECTION 5 
VISUAL DiSPLAYS 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX NO.: 0419 

12 HED NO.: 5.1.1.B.l-l 

CA.T'EGORY: 2 LEVEL: B 

FINDING: 

The displays are not identified as to whether they reflect demand or 
actual status. Knowing which is being reflected gives the operator a 
clearer understanding of the display. (Photo Log 0-5). 

RESPONSE: 

ite~ displays are part of controllers. An identifier will be 
e lished to indicate to the operator when displays are indicating 
demand status and response. The hest method to show operators the status 
that displays are indicating will be reviewed on a case by case basis to 
determine if the component label for the controller or a separate label 
for the controller display will be the appropriate indication . 

. MEN'TA.'T' I0N: 

of second refueling outaqe. 

4409/c/20 



~ #:~_04~39~~~ 
DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

5.1.1.C-2 

CATEGORY: 1 LEVEL: B 
~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ 

FINDING: 

When instruments fail or become inoperative the failure is not 
apparent to the operator. Being aware that an instrument has failed 
indicates to the operator that he/she must depend on other sources 
for the information. 

There are 3 major groups of instruments based on the type of failure 
. which they incur. They are listed below with a description of their 
failure char~cteristics. 

1. LeqP.nd and non-legend indicator lights - There is no indication 
as to when they have failed other than that they do not respond as 
expectP.d to known conditions. 

2. Rotary and edgewise metP.rs - Because of the way these meters are 
calibrated it is not possible to determine whether a 0 reading is a 
t 0 or if the meter has failed. It is also not possible to 
d ine whether or not the meter has failed if it is reading off 

e since this may occur in normal operating conditions. 

3. Continuous and discrete recorders. and LED's - With power loss, 
these instruments cease to function so that failure is obvious. Any 
other types of failure can only be detected by erroneous readings on 
the instruments· which do not concur with other redundant or related 
instrumentation. 

RESPONSE: 

Most of the critical instrumentation has redundant information as 
well as alarms to indicate when the measured parameters are out of 
ranqe. This allows the operator to detect instruments which may be 
giving eroneous readings so that he/she may have them checked by an 
instrument mechanic. 

I~PLEMENTATION: 

A~ as is. 

4424/r./20 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

12 REn NO.: 5.1.2.B-1 

CA'T'EGORY: 1 LEVEL: B 

FINDING: 

The values on several displays (meters), in particular response meters on 
controllers, are in units which require conversion or are not meaningful 
(i.e., peicent on response meters). Photo Log(0-8) 

··--~ 

T 
i 

lrrent nisplay (meter) faces will be changed to provide meaningful 
to the operator. 

e completion of seconn refueling outage. 

4402/c/55 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0210 

12 BED 1'10. : 5. 1. 3 •. 1\.-1 

CATEG0RY: 1 L~VEL: B 

FINDING: 

The heiqht of numerals on displays does not subtend 15 min. of visual arc 
from a 3 foot viewing distance. (Photo Log J-23 J-24). 

RESPONSE: 

Each meter face will be reviewed to determine the extent of the problem. 
D n recommendations will be made and meter faces changed where 
a riate. 

IMPLEME~TATION: B·- completion of the second refueling outage. 

438lc/pgl6 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX NO.: 0211, 0212 

12 HED: 5.l.3.A-3/5.1.3.A-4 

CA'I'"SGORY: 1 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

Numerical exnonents and alphabetical characters on displays do not 
subtend 12 min. of visual arc at a distance of 2#ft. The minimum required 
for qood readability of characters is 12 min. of visual arc. 
Photo Log(L-24) 

T. ..resents no operational problem. The guideline intent is to ensure 
that numerals on displays are visible at a normal viewing distance, but 
to increase the exponent numerals to the si~e specified would require the 
other numerals to be so large as to clutter the display. When an exact 
value is required, the numerals are visible. Alphabetical characters on 
displays usually denote units; these are often smaller than the specified 
guideline to avoid cluttering the display. The units can be read with no 
difficulty. 

IM.F::H'T'7\T-I0N: -

Accept.as is. 

4385/c/12 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX NO.: 0213, 0092 

12 HED NO.: 5.1.3.B.2-S, 5.1.3.B.2-6 

CA.'T'EGO'RY: 1 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

The typestyles on display faces are ~ot consistent. A common typestyle 
improves reanability. (Photo Log J-26/J-27/J-28/J-29/J-30) 

RESPONSE: 

are three common typestyles. GE displays employ two different 
tyles and Westronics employs one. The display faces are easily 

, this does not effect operator response. 

MENTATION: 

t as is. 

438lc/pg25 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

I NO.: 0213 

12 HED NO.: 5.1.3.C.l-7 

C~TEG0RY: 1 LEVEL: C 

FINDI'l\J'G: 

The nisplavs do. not have black lettering on a white background (Photo Log 
J-31). 

RESPONSE: 

displays are an affiliate to dark gray but still allow for good 
c st. The counters on panels 90X-4, 18 and 19 are white on black. 
T. 'rners on panels 90X~l0 and 18 are dark green on white and black on 
silver respectively. The characters on these displays are easily read. 

IMPLEMEN'TATI0N: 

A as is. 

4380c/pg 7 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

I NO.: 0216 

12 RED no.: 5.1.3.D.1-9 

CA. TF.G0'R.Y: 1 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

~he stroKe width to character height ratios are not between 1:6 and 1:8. 
These limits provide optimal readability of characters on a display. 
(Photo Loci L-?.5) 

RESPONSE: 

The visibility of the characters on these displays is good, they can be 
r ith little difficulty. This does not effect operator response. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

A as is. 

438lc/pgl7 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX NO.: 0217 

12 HED NO.: ~.1.3.D.2-11 

CATEGORY: 1 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

Letter width to height ratios are not between 1:1 and 3:5. 
provide for optimal readability of characters on displays. 
L-27) 

.... ~ 

These limits 
(Photo Log 

isihility o~ the characters on the nispl~ys is good, they can he 
with no ~ifficulty. This does not effect operator response. 

I~PLBHENl'T'A'T'IO~l: .t :::i.s is. 

438lc/pg26 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX NO.: 0218 

12 BED ~O.: 5.l.3.D.3-13 

CA.'T'BGORY: 1 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

The numeral height to width ratio for displays is not approximate 3:5. 
(Photo Log L-26) 

RRSPONSE: 

isibilitv of the numerals .on the dis~lays is good, they can be rea~ 
little difficulty. This does not affect operator response. 

IMPLEMET\JT?\.TION: 

A.t as is. 

43.9lc/pg20 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0219 

12 pgn NO.: s.1.3.D.4-l.5 

CJ\'l'~GORY: 1 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

Minimum space between characters on displays is less than one stroke 
width. This 1 irni t provides. for optimal readabi 1 i ty of characters. 
(Photo Log L-27) 

RESPONSE: 

The visibility of the characters on the 
r~ith little difficulty. This does 

IMPLEMF'.NTATI0N: A. as is. 
438lc/pgl9 

displays is good, they can be 
not effect operator response. 



• 
DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDF.X NO.: 0220 

12 HED NO.: 5.l.3.D.6-17 

CATEGORY: 1 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

The space between lines on displays is less than one half the character 
height. This limit provides for optimal readability of the display 

·wording. (Photo Log L-28) 

RESPONS'8: 

•

isihility of the di.splay wording is good, it can he read with no 
culty. This does not effect operator response. 

IM'PLF:MENTATIOl'l: 

A.t as is. 

438lc/pg22 



• 
DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX NO.: 0230 

1?. HF.n "'JO • : 5.1.4.A-l 
----------~---

CA'I'BGORY: l LEVEL:. c -----
FIN'DING: 

Several meters exist which do not have labels as to what is being 
measured. This information is needed to clearly define what the display 
is representing. Conductivity Reactor Demin; Pump Loop B Flow; Torus 
Pressure; Conductivity Reactor Demin; Pump A Off Press; N2 Purge Flow. 

RF.SPO'l\Jc;E: 

L 
w 

will be made which have the appropriate information. These labels 
e placed on either the meter face, or adjacent to the meter. 

cnrnolet1on of the seconn refueling outage. 

4402/c/26 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

• NO. : __ 0_4_5_6 __________ _ 

12 HED NO.: 5.1.4.E-3 

CATEGORY: 1 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

The nomenclature of printed messages is not consistent with the 
procedures for display identification, parameter identification, and 
units displayed. This may lead to confusion in the interpretation and 
use of the displays. Photo Log (D-8) 

RRSPONSi:<:: 

Stnn0arns for nomenclature will be established. The procedures and 
displays will then be changed to conform to the standards. Cross 
r encinq quides will. ~lso he provided to ease understan<ling of the. 
s ardized nomenclature. 

n~0LF!HB~;]"T'A.'l"IO~: B. co~pletjnn of thP. seconil refueling outage. 

4421/c/40 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0305 

12 HBD NO.: 5.1.5.A.l-l 

1 LEVEL: B 

FINDING: 

More than q qraduations were used between major numerals on displays. 
Having more than 9 graduations can make accurate reading of the display 
di~ficult. There are 114 displays affected by this INDEX. (Photo Log 
L-30) 

RESPONSE: 

Each of the d~splays mentioned will be reviewed cind the scales will be 
c ed where appropriate. The scales will be evaluated on the accuracy 
o ading required and their importance to saf·e plant operation . 

IMPLEMENTATION: B. completion-of the second-refueling outage. 

438lc/pg45 

... -



• NO.: 

DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0306 

12 HEn NO.: 5.1.5.A.3-3 

CATEGORY: l LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

Major and minor graduations on some display scales have five or more 
graduations (log scales). 

Most of the ~iscrepant items are log scales and the current graduations 
a.propriate for the measurements being taken with this equipment. 
H ccnracy is not required from readings on these instruments. 

IMPL~MENTATION: Ac. as is. 

43ROc/pq8 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX NO.: 0220 

12 HED ~O.: 5.1.5.B-6 
~~~~--'-~~~~----~~~~ 

CA.'T'EGORY: 1 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

The gra<'luation heights on displays do not meet the specified guideline of 
. 4" for major graduations, . 28" for intermediate, and .1 7 11 for minor 
granuations at a viewing distance of 3 feet. These heights allow for the 
optimal visual angle at that qistance so that the graduations can be 
easily ann accurately reaa. (Photo Log L-33) 

RESPONSE: 

-

uideline apparently transfered the visual angle equation from the 
ence (McCormick, 1975) incorrectly and the specified graduation 

s are too large. The display graduations are not difficult to read 
and almost every display failed to meet the specified guideline. Many of 
thP. displays would he in compliance with the guideline if calculated 
correctly from the reference . 

. MENTATION: 

438lc/pg23 



D,RESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

l NO.: 0307 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

\2 RRD ~O.: 5.1.5.C-4 

~;11,TEGORY: 1 LRVBL: C 

.:.IND ING: 

~uccessive values indic?ted by unit graduations are not multiples of 1, 
J, or 5 by some power of ten (Photo Log L-32). 

~SPONc:;F:: 

lle~screpant meters usually employ multiples of 3, 15, or 25 multiplied 
~ power of 10. The human factors principle behind this guideline 
~ simple numerical progressions are more easily recognized than 
~mplex progressions. The scales employed in the control room are not 
bmnlex 3nn are aaequate for the level of accuracy require~. 

f PLEMENTATION: 

•ceAs is. 

·80~9 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0417 

12 HED NO.: 5.1.5.F-9 

CATEGORY: 1 LEVEL: C 
~~~~-

FINDING: 

Multiple scale innications are being used. Multiple scales with a single 
pointer may cause confusion as to which scale is to be referenced at a 
given time (Photo Loq 0-9). 

RESPONSE: 

Airnative desi.gn features to indicate which scale is to be referenced 
a eing investigated. These include placement of an LED to indicate 
w scale is being displayed. Another alternative solution is to 
rep ace the multiscale meters with 2 single scale meters. The multiscale 
indicators will be reviewed on a case by case basis to determine the 
appropriate solution for each indicator. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

B~ completion of the second refueling outage. 

4380c/pgl0 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

X NO.: 0420/0021 

12 HED NO.: 5.l.6.C.1-1/5.1.6.D.l-3 

CATEGORY: 1 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

The meaning attached to particular colors is not specifically defined. 
Having distinct meanings for colors helps make them less ambiguous and 
less likely to be misinterpreted. 

RESPONSE: 

A olor code standard for the control room will be developed. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

~v the completion of the second refueling outage. 

143 gl2 -



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0279 

12 HEn ~o.: 5.1.6.D.1-1 

CA~EGORY: 1 LBVEL: 

FINDING: 

The identification label for the Contaminated Fill Valve #1301-10 is 
green rather yellow as recommended in DVR corrective actions. This is an 
inconsistent use of color and may provide interference to effective 
control room operation under some conditions. (Photo Log No. M-10) 

· .. ;~ 

RESPONSE: 

T abel for the specified valves will be re-engraved on a background of 
a or consistent with the color coding scheme applied in the control 
r 

IMPLEP1ENTATION: 

B pletion of the second refueling outage. 

c/pg33 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

l~ N0.:~_0_4_2_3~/_0_4_2_6~~~~~~~-
12 HED ~o.: 5.l.6.n.2-5/5.1.6.D.3-7 

CA'T'EGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDI~G: 

The meaning of a particular color is not consistent throughout the 
control room, it has different meaning when applied to panel surfaces, 
signal lights ann CRT nisplays. Color consistency helps proper 
interpretation of color. 

RESP(Jl'lSE: 

A color code stanaard for the control room will 
s.rd will be applied throughout the control 

IMPLEMENTl\TION: 

be developed. 
room. 

By compl~tion of the second refueling outage. 

438lc/pg32 

The color 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0309 

12 HED NO.: 5.2.1.A-l 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

CATEGORY: 1 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

The scale values do not increase with the clockwise movement of the 
pointer. The relationship between clockwise movement and the concept of 
"increase" is a basic population stereotype. 

I 

RESPONSE: 

_ meters innici3.te perio<ls (sec) which is a: measure of the rate of 
e for power. It is an inverse measure of the rate of change of 

p . , so that when power increases the value decreases. This meter is 
indicating an increase in power even though the numeric value of periods 
(sec) is r1ecreasinq. This is a stan<lard used in GE BWR plants and to 
change it may be gbing against NSO populations stereotyp~s currently 
established. 

as is. 

438lc/pg43 



• DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX NO.: 0170, 0172, 0310 

12 HF.D ~O.: 5.2.2.A.2-l, 5.2.2.A.2-3 
5.2.2.B.l-6 

CATEGORY: 1 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

Pointer tips on scales are covering the scale graduations making scales 
difficult to read. This problem is primarily associated with GE strip
chart recorders. Photo log number I-9. 

,condensate Cenducti vi ty-,; '"Turb_ine_ Speed __ 9.n9. Valy~,,_pJsp9sttiQI1_; ,.~.Qng_~p.~~r. 
Vacuum; Stm Line Monitor: ~roe Liquid Monitor; Off Gas Monitor-Log; React 
Bldg Vent Exhaust Mon; LPCI Flow; Makeup Flow SCFH/Dry Well Pres PSIG; 
Cleanup Flow and Pressure; Rad Waste System Flow; Recirc Loop Temps; 
Recirc Pump A/B Flow; Head to Flange Temperature; Core Pressure/Flow; 
Reactor Press Total Stm Flow; Turb Stm Flow Reactor Press; IRM-APRM; 
IRM-APRM/RBM; IRM-APRM/RBM; IRM-APRM; Source Range Monitor Level; H2 
Analyzer; Inlet Flow to Hold Up line; Gas Reheater Temp; G9.mma Radiation; 
G a Ra<liation; Connensate Makeup; 'Ejector Off Gas Flow; Hotwell Temp; 

nsate Conductivity; Turbine Speed and Valve Disposition; Condenser· 
m; Stm Line ~1onitor; Proc Liquid Monitor; 066 Gas Monitor-Log; Reset 

Bldg Vent Exhaust Mon; LPCI Flow; Makeup Flow SCFH/Dry Well Pres PSIG; 
Clean uc Flow an~ Pressure; Rad Waste System Flow; Torus Water Temp; 
Recirc Loop Temps; Recirc Pump A/B Flow; Head to Flange Temperature; Core 
Pres~ure/Flow; Reactor ~ress Total ~tm Flow; Turb Strn Flow Reactor Press; 
I RH-AP RM; IRM-APRM/RBM; IRM-APRM/RBM; IRM/APRM; Source Range Monitor 
Level; B2 Analvzer; Inlet Flow To Holn Up Line; Gas Reheater Temp~ 
Gamma Radiation; Gamma Radiat1on; Condensate Makeup; Ejector Off Gas 
Flow; ~nt~ell Temp; Recirc Loop Temps; Recirc Pump ~/B Flow; Head to 
Flange Temperature; Core Pressure/Flow; Reactor Press Total Stm Flow; 
Turb Strn Flow Re.actor Press; IRM-APRM; I'RM-APRM/RBM; IRM-APRM/RBM; 
IRM/APRM; Source Range Monitor Level; H2 Analyzer; Inlet Flow to Hold 
Uc Line; Gas Reheater Temp; Gamma Radi~tion; Gamma Radiation; Condensate 
Makeup; Ejector Off Gas Flow; Hotwell Temp; Stm Line Monitor; Proc Liquid 
Monitor; Off Gas Monitor-Log; React Bldg Vent Exhaust Mon; LPCI Flow; 
Makeup Flow SCFH/Dry Well Pres PSIG; Cleanup Flow and Pressure; Rad Waste 
System Flow; Recirc Loop Temps; Recirc Purnp,A/B Flow; Head to Flange 
Temperature; Core Pressure/Flow; Reactor Press Total Stm Flow; Turb Strn 
Flow Reactor Press; IRM-APRM; IRM-APRM/RBM; IRM-APRM/RBM; IRM.,-APRM; 
Source Range Monitor Level; Condensate Conductivity; Turbine Speed and 
Valve Disposition; Condenser Vacuum 

RESPONSE: 

T ointers on the GE stripchart recorders will be adjusted where 
~ priate to remove any-obstruction of the scale. 

IMPLBMBNTATION: 

By the cornoletion of the second refueling outage. 

438lc/pq50 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0171 

12 HED NO.: 5.2.2.A.2-2 

CA'T'f:GOR.Y: l Lf:VEL: c 

FINDING: 

The point~rs on trend recorders and rotarv meters cover the numbers on 
the scale. Photo log (I-10). 

IRM-APRM: IRM-AP'R.M/RBM: I'R.M-APRM/RBM: I"qM-APRM: Inlet Flow to 2/3 Chimney 
Off Gas After Filter: Gamma Radiation Monitor Channel B: Vibration Phase 
Anqle (Rating '1eter): Turbine Speed/Valve Position: All Rotary Meters Ex 
Trans 21 to B23: PHB Trans 22 to_ B23/.PHB: lRM-APRM: .. IRM-_APRM/BB_M:. 
IRM-APRM/R-qM: IRM-7.\PRM: Inlet Flow To Holding Line-: -Hydrogen Addition 
Monitor Drive: Hydrogen Addition M6nitor Drive: Drywell Hi/Torus H2 
Gamma Radiation Monitors Channel A: Hydrogen Addition Monitors Drive: 
Hy<lrogen Addition Monitors Drive: Drywell H2/Torus H2 Gamma Radiation 
Monitors Channel B: Vibration Phase Angle Rotary Meter: Turbine Speed: 
All Rotary Meters 

RESPONSE: 

~rend recorders cited are used for trend information only. The 
~~fie values of the rotary meters do not significantly effect 
operation because enough of the numerals can normally be seen so that the 
meters can be read. 

IMPLEMENTA.TI0N: 

A as is. 

438lc/pg48 



• DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

12 HF,D NO.: 5.2.2.A.2-4 

C~rfiF.GORY: l LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

The meter nointers cover the numbers on the scale. This can rnake 
accurate reading of the scale difficult. (Photo Log I-12} 

RESPONSE: 

of the meters specified have very thin pointers which do little to 
o uct the numbers on the meters. An informal survey of operators 
innicates that these meters are not frequently used. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

-as is. 

438lc/pg44 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0311 

12 RED NO.: 5.2.2.B.2-7 

CATBGORY: 2 LEVEL: c ----
FINDING: 

Pointers of meters are not mounted to avoid parallax. This may cause 
inaccurate reading of meter. 

··.;: 

RES P01\JC;E: 

lax noes not appear to be a significant problem. High accuracy is 
equir~d for meters indicated (back panel radiation level meters). 

I MPL 'P.~-1EN''T' I\ 'T' I 0N : 

A 1t as is. 

438lc/pg45 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

12 HED: 5.2.2.C.2-5 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: B 

FINDING: 

The meter pointer covers numbers on the scale. Being able to read the 
number which is being pointed at allows for greater ease and accuracy in 
reading the meter (Photo Log No. I-13). 

RESPONSE: 

pointers on the rotary meters only partially cover the numbers. 
h of the numerals can be seen so that the meters can be read. The 
rs can also be quickly determined from a progression of the previous 

IMPLEMS!-TTi\TION: 

A t as is. 

4380/c/80 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0312 

12 HED NO.: 5.2.2.C-8 

C:i\ '1'F.:G0'R.Y: 1 LEVEL: C 

FIT\JDING: 

'l'he position of the pointer is not easily recognized due to a clear green 
ban<'! on the lens which partially obscures the red pen of the recorder. 
(Photo Loq T.,-36) 

nP ~ontrolle~ Ht Exe HA; Drywell Press; Containment Press; ~arrow Ranqe 
Torus; Man Load Sta Low Flow Valve; Gas Reheater A Outlet Temp; Gas 
R~heater ~ Outlet 'T'eTTip; · HD Goo 1-ing ,-Flow Cont V-20 5-,2-3; Man Load Sta Low . 
Flow Valve; Gas Reheater A Outlet Temp; Gas Reheater B Outlet Temp; Gen 
Hydrnqen Circ. Water Control; Eccentricity Vibration; Expansion and Metal 
Temp. 

RESPONSE: 

T~corc'lers stated will be color banded in such a manner to allow the 
P~- be visible at all times. 

B completion of the second refueling outage. 

4397/c/67 



• NO.: 

DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0315/0142 

l?. H~n NO.: s.~.3.C-1/-2 

Cl\'T'F.GORY: 1 LEVBL :· 

FINDING: 

Color coding is not used for zone marking of displays. Color coding of 
zones helps to indicate normal and abnormal operating ranges and limits. 

RE8P01\JSB: 

for zone marking ~isplavs will be implemented where 

IMPL~HE'''lT:z\'T'If')N: R. coTT\nlet ion of th~- seconn refueling outage. 

438lc/pg34 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

IT\JDEX NO. : 143 

CA'T"EGORY: 2 LF.VEL: c 

FINDING: 

Red is used to in0icate the N2 level. Red is generally used to 
indicate an abnormal conn.i.tion. This is an inconsistent use of color ann 
could cause confusion. 

RESPONSE: 

is case red is not used as a color code to indicate a condition but 
to specify the tank level. 

t as is. 

438lc/pg41 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX NO.: 0313 

12 qED NO.: 5.2.4.A-l 

CA'T''EGORY: 1 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

The numerals on the fixed scales are not vertical. This can make scales 
difficult to read. 

RESPONSE: 

• 
are semicircular meters in which the scale does not greatly deviate 

vertical. 

~ENTATION: 

t as is. 

438lc/pg46 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO. : 0314 

12 HED NO.: 5.2.4.B.2-3 

C~TEGORY: 1 LEVEL: c 

FINDHJG: 

The null position between positive and negative values is not at the 
12 o'clock position on the circular meters. This position conforms with 
the pnpulntion stereotvpe to allow for quick and accurate reading of the 
meter .. 

RESPONSE: 

These meters indicate period (sec) and the null position is the infinity 
s 1. The meter is offset with the null position at about the 8 
o ck position to allow for a wider spread of the range to the positive 
si e of the scale. 

A as is. 

438lc/pg9 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0365 

12 HED NO.: 5.3.1.A.l-l 

CATEGORY: l LEVEL: B 

FINDING: 

No metho~ is provided for determining lamp failure in indicating lights 
except by visual inspection. 

RESPON'~E: 

ooerat0rs ~re aware of the responsi~ility to check for burned out 
ator lights. 

P1PLF.HF,W''A.T I0N: A. ~~ is. 

438lc/pg44 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0427 

12 HED NO.: 5.3.1.C.2-3 

CATEGORY: 1 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

Provisions are not made to prevent the interchanging of lenses or 
indicator lights. 

'R.ESPONSE: 

ocedure will he ceveloped ann implemented that specifies that colored 
s of indicator lights will be removed one at a time when replacing 
bulbs. If only one lens is removed there can be no interchange 

with another lens. This procedure will establish careful replacement of 
bulbs and handling of lenses as a utility concern to be followed by 
operations and maintenance personnel. 

IMPLBMENTA.'l'ION: 

8 e completion of th<? ___ !?_econ<l refueling outage. 

438lc/pg70 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

, NO.: 0316, 0324 

12 HED NO. : 5. 3 . 3 • A. 2-1 I 5 • 3 . 3 • A. 3- 3 

CATEGORY: 1 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

The legends of legend light indicators cannot be read under ambient 
lighting when indicator light is off and do not contrast suff icently with 
the leqend background. · 

RESPONSE: 

es on leqend light indicators will be replaced with more lightly 
d lenses or with high contrast lettering. The modification will 
itate reaning the legend light indicators under ambient lighting 

when the indicators are not illuminated. Legend light readability will 
be evaluated in terms of future changes to control room lighting. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

~~p:::pletion of the second refueling outage. 



DRESDEN CORREC~IVE ACTIONS 

INDEX NO.: 0438 

12 HED ~O.: 5.3.3.B.1-10 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

Three types of legend design are used for legend light indicators. A 
consistent legend design allows for quick recognitions and reading of 
leqends. [Photo Log 0-11 (903-7) 0-16 & 17 (903-54)] 

RESPONSE: 

as on legend liqhts will be reviewed during the preparation of the 
1 ing pack~ge. Inconsistencies tha~ make reading legends difficult or 
.not easilv recoqnized will he corrected. 

Bv completion of the second fuel outage. 

438lc/pg24 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0325 

12 RED N0. : 5. 3. 3. B. 2- 5 

CA. 'T''EG0RY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FI~DING: 

Tbe lettering of legenns of the H2 Analyzer legend indicators is not 
consistent with that used throughout the rest of the control room. 
Consistent lettering improves recognition and readability of legend 
indicators. (Photo Log M-7) 

RESPONSE: 

e indicators have been removed from service. 

IMPLEMENTATIO~: 

c eted. 

438lc/pg25 



• 
DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX NO.: 0326 

12 HED NO.: 5.3.3.B.2-6 

CA'1'EGORY: 1 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

The lettering on legend lights (Turbine Panel, EGC and Rod Display) does 
not subtend 15 min of visual angle at a viewing distance of 3 feet. This 
visual angle allows for optimal readability of the legends. 

··-.... 

RESPONSE: 

•

isibility of the lege~<l light characters is good, they can he read 
little aifficulty. This does not effect operator response. 

IMPLt:::t-1F,lq':i:'l\'T'I0N: A. as is. 

438lc/pg28 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0327 

12 HEO N0.: 5.3.3.B.5-7 

C.A,,.,'EG0RY: 2 LEVEL: 

FINDING: 

The legenn on the legenn light contains more than 3 lines of text. 
Photo Log ( M-9) 

RESPO'N'SF:: 

This legend light is actually two lights in one, with the top half 
c 'ining 2 lines and the bottom half 2 lines, for a total of 4 lines. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

is. 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 458 

12 HED NO.: 5.3.3.B.6-12 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

Nomenclature and abbreviations on legend lights are not consistent 
throughout the control room and in the procedures. This may cause 
confusion or an error in the use of the display. 

RESPONSF::: 

clature ana abhreviations on legend lights will be reviewed during 
eparation of the control room labeling re.view. Abbreviation will 

ecked to ensure comformance with a Dresden standard abbreviations 
list. A consistent nomenclature will be established between indicator 
liqht legen~s and procedures. 

IMPLEMENTATION: Bv. completion of the -second refueling outage. -

4409/c/12 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0436 

l? HED: S.3.3.D-9 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

The color of legend light indicators when lit does not conform to the 
general color code employed throughout the control room.· (Photo Log 0-11) 

RESPONC::~: 

Th use o~ color will he r"'!viewed nuring the <'levelopment of the labeling 
p e~ ~ color code stanaard will be established and implemented on 
l n liqht inr'li.cators 1-.rhere apl?ropriate. 

IMPLEMENTATION: B. c-orrm-let i.on of--the-seconn n~fuel ing outage. -

4385/c/ll 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

·0391 

12 HED NO.: 5.4.1.B-1 

CATEGORY: 1 LEVEL: c 

jFINDING: 

'I'he scales printed on the recording paper are not the same as the scales 
shown on the recorder. This may lead to confusion or misreading of the 
recorder. 

RESPONSE: 

paper will l)e replaced with paper with the appropriate sc::i.lA. 

IMPLEMENTATION: B. cornpletron o·f the ~econn ·refueling outage.· 

438lc/pgl2 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO. : 0428 

12 HEO NO.: 5.4.l.H-4 

CATEGORY: l LEVEL: B 

FINDING: 

A qraphic recorder for torus water temperature is needed on the 90X-4 
pane 1. 

RESPONSE: 

A graphic recordAr will be provided on unit 3 to provide proper 
i at ion. 

IMPLE1'fRNTA'I'ION: 

-B·--cornpletion of the first refueling outage. 

438lc/pgl0 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0429 

12 HED NO.: 5.4.1.I.l-5 

CA.'1''EGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

A high speed option is not provided for removal of paper from recorders. 
This option makes it easier to remove portions of the record as needed 
and to quickly change paper. 

RESPONSE: 

··.;-. 

for taking only part of a record is .rare. Manual removal is 
unner most conditions. 

as is. 

438lc/pgll 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: · 0393 

12 HED NO.: 5.4.2.A.l-l 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: c -----

FINDING: 

Labels do not identify the parameter being read on multipen recorders. 
This may lead to confusion as to what the display is indicating. 

The proper labels identifying the parameter being recorded will be 
f 'cated and mounted • 

.. conplet ion o.i: t-he -second refuel-ing outage. 

438lc/pgl3 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

12 HEn ~o.: 5.5.1.A.2-l 

C~'T.'EGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

The wi~th to height ratio for the numerals on drum counters is not 1:1. 
The ratio for the cited drum counters is 2:1. 

rum counters citen are the only ones in the control room. The drum 
counter numerals are not difficult to read. This does not effect 
operator response. 

MENTATION: 

438lc/pq29 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

I NO.: 0406 

12 BF.n ~n.: 5.5.1.A.3-2 

2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

Numerals on drum counters are in qroups larger than four without commas 
or decimal points as separators. Separators help display to be easily 
and accurately read. (Photo Log N-24) 

RESPONSE: 

These meters display digits which are easily read and interpreted. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

Ac 

438lc/pgl4 



• 
DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX NO.: 0407 

12 HED NO.: 5.5.1.A.4-3 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

The numerals on drum counters are white on a bl_ack background. This does 
not provide optimum contrast, dark numerals on a light background are 
preferreo. 

RESPONSE: 

rum counters are not difficult to read, the contrast is adequate. 
does not effect operator response. 

IMPT.;E~1E"J'T'.l\_TI0l--T: 

A.t as is~ 
438lc/pg30 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

X NO.: 0408 

12 HED NO.: 5.5.1.C.l-4 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

~umerals on 0rurn counters change by continuous motion and not snap 
action. Continuous motion of numbers permits an ambiguous reading of the 
meter. 

RESPONSE: 

O nigit off in reading of meters is not significant. These are read 
an hour, and the motion is continuous but is very slow. 

IMPLEMEJ\lT A.1' I0"l: 

Ac as is. 

43 



.DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

12 HEn ~o.: 5.5.2.A.3-l 

CZ\'T.'l<.:GORY: 2 LF.VBL: c 

FINDING: 

The numerals on LED indicators do not subtenn a visual angle greater than 
15 min of arc. This guideline is stated to ensure easy and accurate 
reaning of LED indicators. 

·· .. ~ 

RESPONSE: 

These indica~ors are used for testing and calibration of 
umentation. The LED indicators are easily read. This does not 
t operator response. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

A as is. 

438lc/pg31 



DRESDEN. CORREC'rIVE .ACTIONS 

0410 

12 HED NO.: 5.5.2.A.5-2 

CA'T.''EGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

The distance between numerals on LED indicators is greater than one half 
the numeral width. Having the space between numerals between 1/2 and 1/4 
the numeral wic'lth allows associated numerals to be seen as related 
together and s~ill easily read. 

RE~P0l'l5E: 

i tecl LED inn ica tors are set apart from one another in distinct 
ings so that those associated together are apparent. 

IMPLP.~~F,l'\l'TATION: A. <=tS is. 

4:Pc/pg32 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

N0. : 0394 

12 HED ~O.: 5.6.2.B.3-2 

CA'I'BGO~Y: 1 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

The number printing mechanisms on the graphic recorders do not provide 
clear sharp numbers. (Photo Log N-29) 

RESPONSE: 

T eys will be cleaned or replaced as needed so they will print clearly. 

MENTATION: 

pletion of the second refueling outage. 

4430/c/9 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0431 

12 H~n NO.: 5.6.2.B.4-3 

ICATEGORY: 1 LEVEL: c 

jFINDING: 

There is no channel selection capability for particular discrete 
!recorders. 

~p,c;t?01-1SE: 
I'-----

T r.ecorders are not used nuring emergencies. They are used for 
h ical purposes only. 

n430/c/10 



• 
SECTION 6 

LABELS AND LOCATION AIDS 

- .-- - . ~ -



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO: 0029, 0012, 0062, 0052 

~2 HED NO.: 6.1.1.-1, -2, -3, -4 

~A'T'EG0RY: 2 LEVEL: ·C 

i?INDP.TG: 
ll-----

~ontrols, ~isplays an~ other etjuipment located in the control room 
~re not appropriately and clearly labeled~ Photo Log (K-2, B-35, 
13- 2 5 , I - 14 ) 

f-ESPONSE: 

lA labeling orograrn that considers all recommendation 
;t:;.human factors principles will be developed and 
;1 on the control boards. · 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

By~. completion-of 

44~/4 
the second refueling outage .. 

and employs 
applied to new 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO. : 0603 

12 HEn : i:;. 1. 1-s 

CA.TB~')RY: 2 LEVEL: B. 

FINDING: 

Need for labeling. 

RESPONSE: 

Labels will be a<ldressed in the implementation of a consistent 
l ing package. 

IMPLEMENTATION: B. comnlet ion of the seconr'l. refuel inq outage. 

4399/c/28 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

• !~DEX NO.: 0053/0030/0063/0013 
~~~__;_~~-'------'-~-~--~-~-~--

12 HED NO.: 6. 1. 2-4 /6. 1. 2. A-1I6. 1. 2. A- 3 I 6. 1. 2. A- 2 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: B -----

FINDING: 

A. hierarchical labeling scheme is not applied on panel P-18 for switchyard 
systems. Photo Log(I-15, B-26, B-1, B-36) 

RF.SPONS"P.: 

A.raLchical labeling system will be developed and the panel will be 
r eled as per the labeling package. 

e comnletion o~ the second refueling outage. 

4402/c/12 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

12 T-IED NO. : 6. 1 • 2. A. 3-1 

al:.l\TEGO.RY: 3 LEVEL: -----
If I ND ING: 

.A hierarchical labeling system is not usen on the back panels of the 
control room. Photo Log (B-26) 

~ESPONSE: 

.>.-ew will he performed to determine if a hierarchical labeling scheme 
~ applied. The CR back panels will be re-labeled as necessary, 
~oI owing a hierarchical labeling scheme, if possible, as a function of 
~he relabeling of the control room. 

_ completion of the second refueling outage. 

4402/c/2 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0014/0031 

12 HBD: 6.2.l.A-1/6.2.1.A-5 

2 LEVBL: B 

FINDING: 

Labels are not consistently placed below nisplays and above controls in 
the main control room (Photo Log B-2, B-3, C-30). 

··,":. 

RESPON'SE: 

Placement of labels will be addressed in the implementation of a 
c 'stent labeling package. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

B completion of the second refueling outage. 

4380c/pg65 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

12 HED: 6.2.l.B-2/6.2.1.B-6 
6.2.1.B-9 
6.2.l.B-11 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: B 

FINDING: 

Placement of labels on control panels does not conform to guidelines 
(Photo Log B-4, B-26, B-36, I-16). 

ent of labels will he addressed in the implementation of a 
consistent labeling package. 

IM 

~v the comoletion of the seccin<l refueling outage. 

a4 380c/ pg6 6 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

I NO: 0033/0016 

12 HF.D: 6.2.l.~-3/6.2.1.C-7 

iCA'l'BG0RY: LEVEL: B 

jFINDING: 

~abels are presented above nisplays that are located above eye level 
(Photo Log B-3, A-33). 

~RESPONSE: 

'P~ent of lahels will be addressed in the implementation of a 
c~tent labeling package. 

IMPLE"1Ell.TTATION: 

Bv completion of the second refueling outage. 



• I'N'DEX NO. : 0065 

DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

12 RBD NO.: 6.2.l.C-10 

1 LEVEL: B 

FINDING: 

Labels for controls positioned above eye level are located above the 
control, reducing visibility of the label. 

:R.ESPOl'1SE: 

L 
0 

s will he repositioned below controls above eye level, as a function 
e control room labeling package. 

MENTATION: 

e completion o~ the first refueling outage. 

4421/c/43 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

#: 0034 

12 GUinE ~o.: 6.2.1.E-4 

Cl\'T''P,GORY: 2 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

Labels appear on the control escutcheon plate and handle which 
describe the control function. Placement of labels on the handle 
can obstruct the view of the label during control actuation. Place
ment of labels on the escutcheon plate is inconsistent with the 
normal placement on an external label. (Photo Log A-5) 

RESPONSE: 

Lab ls on the escutcheon plates will be placed consistent with 
n placement of labels in the control room. These labels will 
a to soun~ human factors oririciples and will ~e addressed as a 
function of the labeling program. 

B completion of the second refue~ing outage. 

4424/c/6 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0017/0055 

12 BED: 6.2.l.E-8/6.2.l.E-12 

C~'T'BG0RY: 2 LEVEL: B 

FINDING: 

Function labels are placed 6n the control escutchean plate. Labels 
appear on the control escutchean plate which describe the control 
function. (Photo Log I~l7). 

RESPONSE: 

Placement of labels will be addressed in the implementation of a 
c~stent labeling package. 

IMPLEMENTATION: By. completion of the second refueling outage. 

4380c/pg67 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

'I N0: 0018, 0056, 0035, 0066 

12 RED ~O.: 6.2.2.A-l, -2, -3, -4 

~A'l'F.GORY: 2 L'8VEL: C 

fINDING: 

f.,abels are mounted such that they can be accidentally removed. 
iP.dhesives are generally not permanent and can cause a label to peel 
.Pr fall off (dynotape, scotch tape, etc.). Photo Log (C-1, I-18, 
i3-5, B-28) 

··,: 

~haracteristics of labels will be addressed in the implementation of 
a istent labeling package. The package will insure that labels 
a unted in such a way to preclune accioental or easy removal. 

IMPLEMENTATION: Bv. completion of the- -second refueling outage. 

4424/c/8 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

I NO.: 0617 

12 HED: 6.2.2.A-5 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: B 

FINDING: 

Labels may be acci<lentally removed. 

RESPONSE: 

The characteristics of labels will be addressed in the implementation 
o consistent labeling package. 

IMPLEMEN'l'ATION: B. com]'.)letion of the second refueling outage. 

4399/c/29 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO. : 0163/0036 

12 BED:6.2.3.A.2-2/6.2.3.~.l-l 

Ci\.TEGORY: 2 LEVEL: B 

FINDING: 

'.Labels are positioned vertically where space is available for horizontal 
placement (Photo Log G-29, Panel 903-11, Photo Log B-6). 

RESPONSE: 

P-ement of labels will he addressed in the implementation of a 
c tent labeling program. Labels will be positioned horizontally 
w space is available. 

B completion of the second refueling outage. 

4380c/pg52 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0037 

12 HEn: 6.2.4.B-1 

C~TEGORY: 1 LEVl'.:L: 'R 

FINDING: 

Labels are obscured because of 'blockage due to raised instruments from a 
normal viewing position (Photo Log B-7). 1) On the vertical board 
section of 902-4 the label for the "Recirc Loop Temps" per recorder is 
blocked from normal viewing distance. The label is located just below 
the pen recorder on the panel. 2) On the vertical board section of 902-8 
the label for "Gen 2 Gross Megawatts" pen recorder is blocked from normal 
viewing di stance. The label is locat.ec,'l ju_!"!t. 1:;?~1-ow _the g_en r~9ord .on t.he 
}::>ari.e"i .. EPN~2--6o4o .13 :3">" On .. the. hod.zontai board. s-ection .of 9-62-3 the 
label for the "HPCI Auto Initiate" pushbutton is blocked by the raised 
guard box placed around the pushbutton. EPN=2330-322 4) On the lower 
vertical hoard section of panels 902-55 902-56 labels for pen recorders 
are located below the instrument. Labels are blocked due to the low 
height of pen recorders on the board and the placement of labels on the 
panel below the instrument. 

RESPO!\lS"E: 

F::P~T 

2420.A 
?.420'R 

Equipment Name 
Gamma Radiatioh (Monitor) 
Gamma Radiation (Monitor) 

Labels will ~e designea to fit on the face of the recorders, thus raising 
them above the visual obstruction and eliminating the problem. 

IMPT .... EMB!\lri:'ATION: 

B completion of the ~econd refuelin~ outage. 

4380c/pg53 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

:r. NO.: 0019 

~2 HED: 6.2.4.B-3 

~ATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: B -----
f'INDING:. 

~abels are obscured by other pieces of equipment (Photo Log C-2) . 

.( 

'?.ESPOJ\JSE: 

l'-a ement. of labels will be addressed in the implementation of a 
;c tent labeling package. All labels obscured by other pieces of 
.;e .ent will be replaced by those that are not obscured. 

B. ~ompletion of the second refueling outage. 

4380c/pg60 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

I NO.: 0067 

12 HBD: 6.2.4.B-5 

CA.'T'EGORY: 2 LEVEL: B 

FINDING: 

Comnonent labels on the back panels are covered by other types of labels 
(Photo Log B-29). 

RESPONSE: 

Placement of labels will be addressed in the implementation of a 
c · stent labeling package. .~11 label types which obscure component 
1 on the back panels will be replaced. 

IMPLEMENTA'l'ION: 

B completion of the-second refueLing outage. 

4380c/pg61 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

1. NO. : 0038/0020/0068 

l2 HED: 6.2.4.C-2/6.2.4.C-4 
6.2.4.C-6 

~ATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: B -----
.. INDING: 

~he operator's hand obscures labels on vertical btiard during actuation 
..-(Photo Log B-8, C-3, C-30, B-31) . 

· ...... 

jRESPOHS:R: 

P. ent 0£ labels will he addressed in the implementation of a 
•Ca tent labeling package. Labels will be replaced on the vertical 
)boards to prevent the operators hand from obscuring the labels during 
.actuation. 

rP.1'JT A."!' I on : 

e completion of the secon<l refueling outage. 

4380c/pg62 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

I NO: 0177, 0068 

12 HED NO. : 6. 2. 4. D- 7 I 6. 2. 4 .D-8 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: C 

'FINDING: 

,At the time of observation the labels were dirty. There is no set 
schedule for the cleaning of the labels. Photo Log (I-26, I-27) 

RESPO"lSE: 

A procedure will be established for the periodic cleaning of the 
1 

IMPLEMENTA.TION: B. completion of the second refueling outage. 

4424/c/9 



• DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX NO.: 460 

1? r-nm 1\fO • : 6. 3 .1. A-1 

CAT'!<.:GORY: ?. LEVBL: ~ 

FINDING: 

Labels ~o not ~escribe the primary function of equipment items. This may 
lead to confusion as to its appropriate use. 

Rf:SPONSE: 

D iption of primary function of equipment items on component labels 
w. be examined during the control room comprehensive. labeling review. 
Labels will be replaced to provide this information when appropriate. 

of the second refueling outage. 

4409/c/13 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

12 HED NO.: 6.3.1.B-3, 6.3.1.B-OS,2 

.CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: C 

jFINDING: 

i:.abels do not describe the secondary functions of equipment items such as 
.-engineering characteristics on nomenclature. Secondary functions help to 
~larify the use of the equipment. This was also indicated during the 
~perator survey. 

D 'otion of secondary functions of equipment items on component labels 
e examined during the control room comprehensive labeling review. 

s •.vi 11 be . replacen to provide this information when appropriate. 

MENTl\TION: 

completion of the second refuelinq outage. 

4409/c/14 



~N! NO.' 0183/0071 

DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

,_ ?. HE D 1'10 . : t; • 3 . 2 . A-1 

~;11,.T'EGORY: 1 LF.:VSL: C -----
;,INDING: 

'he switch position on J-handles are labeled as "TRIP" and "CLOSE". 'T.'his 
,.s a pump control switch which is either "ON" or "OFF". The label does 
~ot correctly describe the state of the pump. Photo Log(J-7) 

lE5PONSE: 

~T and "CLOSE" on the J-handles refer to the state of the circuit 
?r r which starts and stops the pump. This is common knowledge to the 
ppe This is also a more proper indication to the operator; if the 
~witch indicates "ON" it does not necessarily mean the pump is running. 
lf the switch in<licatea "CLQSE", the circuit breaker is closed, the true 
t.ondition of the switch-not the pump. 

;~ 
~c- as is. 

11409/c/15 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0072 

12 HBD NO.: 6.3.2.A-3 

CA'!'EGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

'FINDING: 

'rhese controls say "trip" an0 "close" but are actually resets. Having 
'the controls labeled exactly what they are doing allows for a clearer 
understanning of the process being controlled. (Photo Log J-15). 

'RESPONSE: 

1 labels \vill be examined during the comprehensive control room 
ng review to ensure that they state clearly and accurately what the 

ols are doing. Labels will be replaced when appropriate to ensure 
the operator is aware of the control conditions. 

of the second refueling outage. 

4409/c/21 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

JlNDEX NO.: 0073 
----------~------

l2 HED NO.: 6.3.2.B-4 

~~TEGORY: 2 LEVEL: c -----

fINDING: 

lilt is not clear as to whether this meter· is maintaining service air for 
)nit 2, Unit 3, or both. Clear labeling facilitates understanding and 
~nterpretation of displays and controls. (Photo Log J-22). 

··-:: 

~ESPONSE: J·-----
~ will be examine~ during the comorehensive control room lab~ling 
're to ensure that it is clear to the operators exactly which 
erp:llpment is referred to by component labels. Labels will be replaced 
when necessary to reduce ambiguity . 

. ~ 
B~nletion of secon~ refuelinq outage. 

4409/c/22 



• 
DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX NO.: 0074 

12 HED NO.: 6.3.2.B-5 

C:z\T'P.GORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

"OP 'PLP," on component lahel shoulil. be "refuel floor". Clear labeling 
facilities understanding and interpretation of displays and controls. 
(Photo Log J-20). 

RESPONSE: 

T 'tea meter indicates the differential pressure between the refuel 
f and the outside atmosphere. The component label will be changed to 
rea "REFUEL FLOOR" or some comparable abbreviation compatible with 
Dresden abbreviation standard. 

~f second refueling outage. 

4409/c/23 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX NO.: 0075 

12 HED NO.: 6.3.2.B-6 

JCATEGO~Y: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

It is not clear as to whether the dry well (DW) or torus (TR) temperature 
is being measured. Clear labeling facilities understanding and 
interpretation of displays and controls. (Photo Log J-21). 

RESPONSE: 

T.ete~ measures the temperature from the nrywell or from the torus 
a ~ing on the alignment of the valves. Reading this meter is part of 
a sequence, when the operator reads this temperature meter he knows from 
other indications whether it is drywell or torus temperature. 

4409/c/?.4 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX NO.: 0039, 0021, 0069 

12 HED NO.: 6.3.i.A-1/-4/-7 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

There is no standard list of acronyms, abbreviations and part/system 
numbers. A standard of nomenclature reduces ambiguity, helps the 
operate~ become familiar with the meaning of labels, annunciators, and 
procedures without deciphering unfamiliar acronyms and abbreviations. 

~ESPO~SB: 

A ndard list of abbreviations and acronyms will he developed and 
i porated into the review of control room labels, and annunciator 
tiles. Standard nomenclature will be incorporated into procedures after 
completion of procedures generation program. When possible words will be 
spelled out for optimum recognition, when this is not practical the 
standard abbreviation list will be used. 

o~ second refueling outage. 

4409/c/25 



1· 

DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX ~O.: 0022, 0070, 0040 

12 HED NO.: 6.3.3.B-5, B-8, B-2 

CA~EGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

Labels on front and back panels do not appear ·to be consistent in their 
use of words acronyms and abbreviations. Consistency among labels can 
improve operator identification of label content. Photo Log(C-4, B-32) 

RESPONSE: 

A list o~ abbreviations an<l acronyms will be developea and 
i orated into the review of control room labels and annunciator 
ti _s. Lnhels with abbreviations that no not conform to the standard 
list will be replaced . 

. e comoletion of the second refueling outaqe. 

4409/c/17 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

1 NO.: 0041/0071/0023 

,12 Jf'ED 'N'O.: 6.3.3.C-3/6.3.3.C-9/6.3.3.C-6 

~A.TF.GORY: 1 LEVEL: C 

*1INDING: , ___ _ 
~here is a mismatch between nomenclature use~ in procedures and that 
~rinted on the labels. Similiarity of nomenclature can improve control 
it'.'oom operations by renucing operator interpretation and errors in 
):::omponent identification. Photo Log(B-10) 

)RESP01-JSE: ,, ____ _ 
18-<lards for nomenclature will be established. Labels will be replaced 
t form to standardized nomenclature. Procedures will be revised as 
~ f the norm~l review cycle. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

B _ completion of the second refueling outage. 

4397/c/44 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX NO.: 0072 

12 H~D NO.: 6.3.4.E-l 

CA.TEGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

'.FINDING: , ____ _ 
'Roman numerals are used on back panel labels to distinguish components . 
.;Arabic numerals are generally used by convention. Certain Roman numerals 
.-can be confused with Arabic characters. Photo Log (B-33) 

RESPONSE: 

c 
c 

. 1 room labelinq will be reviewed and inconsistenciies will be 
tea. Roman numerals will be used to differentiate ESS systems. 

B e completion o~ the second refueling outage. 

4 -



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX NO.: 0042, 0024, 0057 
~~~--'-~~~--'-~~~-'-~~~-

12 HED ~O.: 6.3.6.-1/-2/-3 

CATEGO~Y: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

~he same nomenclature is used on labels in close proximity. Labels 
should be used to clearly oistinguish functions among panel elements. 
Photo Log (C-6, I-19, ~-11) 

RESPONSE: 

S.arity of labels in close proximity to one another will be examined 
d g the comprehensive control room labeling review. To ensure that 
labels clearly distinguish the function of each component, labels that 
could present. ambiguity will be replaced. In many instan6es, components 
with similar functions are grouped, the difference in the label being 
only a letter or system number - this does not present a problem because 
of the similarity of function. Labels will accurately describe component 
function, this will reduce any ambiguity. 

MENT~TION: 

e completion of t~e second refueling outage. 

4409/c/18 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

I NO.: 0043/0058/0025/0073 

12 HED NO.: 6.3.7.A-1/6.3.7.A-4/ 
6.3.7.A-S/6.3.7.A-7 

C~TBGORY: 2 LEVEL: B 

FINDING: 

Labels are not used to identify functional groups (Photo Logs B-1, I-20, 
C-7 I B-26). 

'RESPONSE: 

L s will be addressed in the implementation of a consistent labeling 
p e. -The labeling package will consider functional grouping of · 

rols and displays. 

IMPLEMEN'l'A.TION: 

completion of thP. second refueling outage. 

4380c/pg42 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO. : 0044/0011/0074 

12 HED: 6.3~7.B-2/6.3.7.B-3 
6.3.7.B-6 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: B 

FINDING: 

Labels are not placed above the functional group they identify (Photo 
Logs B-4, B-26). 

P ent of labels will he a~~ressed in t~e implementation of a 
c tent labeling package. Labels will be placed above the functional 
gro ns they identify. 

~1ENTA'1'ION: 

e completion of the second refueling outage. 

4380c/pg68 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

I NO.: 0189/0188 

12 B~n l'J0.: ~.3.8.A-6/6.3.A.A-5 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: C 

'FINDING: ,, ____ _ 
~his thumbuster control has "open" and "close" positions which are not 
labeled. The J-handles can be placed in three positions, none of which 

;are marked. Photo Log(J-8). Labeling of functional control positions 
facilitates proper use of the control. Photo Log(J-8, J-12). Steam to 
~ondenser; Reject Steam to Condenser Control; Glnd Stm Cord Exl Dsch 
~alve Mov ·D-1; Glnd Stm Cord Exl Dsch Valve Mov D-2. 

'RF:SPONSF.: ,; ____ _ 
.Accorning to the operators this control is rarely used. The same control 
~ 't 2 is properly labeled. However, labeling of switch positions 
'W .e reviewen during the development of the labeling package. Switch 
'po ions for "close" and "open" will be provided for thumb control 
s•~itches and all netents on J-handle controls will be labeled. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

B completion of the second refueling outage. 

4397/c/55 



• 

DRESDEN CORREC~IVE ACTIONS 

I NO.: 0045/0187/0059 
~~~--'-~~-=-~~~~~~~~ 

~.3.8.B-l/A-4/B-4 

~ATEGnRY: 1 LEVEL: ~ 

!INDING: 

J:ontrol positions are not clearly labeled on the cited controls. In some 
~ases, thumb control reset switches must be turned both to the left and 
Jto the riqht for the reset to be accomplished. This is not labeled. In 
JJther instances, the direction of motion (close-open) is not clearly 
;labeled (Photo Log B-12, J-8 and I-21). Pump Suction VN0.2-140 2-3B: 
~isch to Comd: LPCI Pump Suction Valve 2-1501: Cleanup Inlet Isol: Recirc 
f>ump Bypass: Cleanup Fltr Bypass: Reactor Outlet !sol: Cleanup Inlet 
lsol: Aux Pump Suction Isol: Breaker Control Sw on Common Panel: Breaker 
X:ontrol Sw on Common Panel: Breaker Control Sw on Common Panel: Breaker 
~ontrol Sw on Common Panel: Main Stm Isol Reset: Isol Cond Reset: Main 
~tm Isol Reset: Isol Cond R~set: Drywell Isol Reset: Drywell Isol Reset: 
~rans 81 Synch: Line 1207 Synch. · 

fESP0~SE: 

_:Lp.ng o~ s•vitch ~ositions ~nd direction of switch movement will be 
~e ~ ed during nevelopment of labeling package. The discrepant controls 
iWill he reviewen on a case by case hasis to netermine the proper label to 
;:be assignen to each control to properly identify switch position ana 
~irection of movement. 

By com6letion of the secon~ refueling outage. 

4397/c/47 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

12 HED: 6.3.8.C-2 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

Control position information is not visible to the operator during 
control operation. Visibility of all control position information can 
ensure accurate control operation. Photo Log (B-13). 

PANEL EPN LABEL 

902-R 2122V T321-B22 VOLTS 
902-8 2324V B23-B24 VOLTS 
902-~ 2526V B25-B26 VOLTS 
902-8 2700V B27 VOLTS 
903-7 03-7-134 RYP VALVE Tl".:ST 
903-8 2122V B21-B22 VOLTS 
903-R 2324V B23-B24 VOLTS 

• 903-8 2526V B25-B26 VOLTS 
903-8 2700V B27 VOLTS 

RESPONSE: 

P.ppropriate switch position labels will be provided. Labels will be made 
to ensure that switch position information is visible to the operator. 

~ 
Bv the corncl.etion of the second refueling outage. 

4385/c/64 



• 
DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX ~O.: 0026, 0060 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

12 RED: 6.3.R.C-3, 6.3.8.C-5 

CATEGO'q_Y: 2 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

·Control oosition information is not visible to the operator during the 
operation of the control. Visibility of all control position information 
can ensure accurate control operation. Seven controls are affected by 
this guideline. Photo Log (C-8, I-22) 

PANEL EPN LABEL 

902-7 02-7-134 BYP VALVE TEST 
923-2 23-2-38 BUS 11 BUX 105 
923-2 23-2-39 BUS 9 BUS lON 
923-2 23-2-41 BUS 14 BUS 11 
923-2 23-2-46 BUS 3 BUS 25 
P-18 138-13 BUS 4 VOLT.METER SELECTOR 

• SWITCH 
P-18 138-14 VOLTMETER SELECTOR SWITCH 

~ESPONSE: J-----
~hese controls provide mechanical fee0back of control activation; visible 
~eedback is secondary to the tactile feedback. The switch position can 
~e seen with a little hea~ movement. 

NTATION: 

!\ccept as is. 

il3RS/c/!=i5 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

I • NO.: 0047 

12 HEO: 6.4.i.A.l-l 

CA'T"'EGORY: 2 LBVBL: B 

FINDING: 

Character heiqh~s do not subtend a minimum visual angle of 15 minutes of 
arc (Photo Log B-14). 

RESPONSE: 

Characteristics of labels will be addressed in the implementation of a 
c tent labeling package. The labels will be designed to subtend the 
r ended visual angles. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

B •.. completion 

4380c/pg44 

of the second refueling outage. 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

X NO.: 0048/0061/0028 

12 HED N0.:6.4.l.A.2-2/6.4.l.A.2-8/ 
6. 4.1.A. 2-5 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: 13 

FINDING: 

Letter heights are not identical 'or labels within the same hierarchical 
level (Photo Log B-15). 

RESPOl'lSE: 

racteristics of labels will be addressed in the implementation of a 
'stent labeling package and will be identical within the same 
rchical level. 

e completion of the seconn refueling outage. 

4380c/pg44 



INDEX NO.: 0049/0029/0075/0062 

1 D: 6.4.l.B.1-3/1-6/1-7/1-9 

CATEGORY: ]_ LEVEL: c 

FINDI~G: 

On labels, light colore~ characters appear on dark backgrounds. 
Log B-16) 

RESPONSE: 

(Photo 

A system will be developed for use of color in labeling in accordance 
with principles given in guideline 5.1.6. This system will be 
coordinated with the color coding system developed for the whole control 
r 

neral the system will adopt labels all of one color with lettering 
good contrast (e.g., black letters on white labels). Other 

contrasting colors will be used in the background, for demarcation and 
mimics. 

IMPLEMENTATIO~: 

By the completion of the second refueling outage. 

4~!~5 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0050/0076 

12 HED:6.4.2.A.l-l/6.4.2.A.l-2 

C~TEGORY: 2 LEVEL: B 

FINDING: 

Labels ~o not consistently use capital letters (Photo Log R-17, B-34). 

RESPONSE: 

.,..acteristics of labels will be addressed in the implementation of a 
c tent labeling package and will consistently use capital letters. 

IMPLEMENTATI0N: 

B completion of the second refueling outage. 

4380/pg46 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

I NO.: 0190/0079 

12 BED: 6.5.l.~-8/6.5.1.A-9 

CA.TEGORY: 2 LEVEL: B 

FINDING: 

Temporary labels are used unnecessarily in place of permanent labels 
(Photo Log J-9, J-16). 

RESPONSE: 

LahP.ls will he ad~ressed in the implementation of a consistent labeling 
p ge. The use of temporary labels will be controlled and all 
u _ssary labels will be reolaced with permanent labeling. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

B _ co~pletion of the second refuP.ling outage. 

4380c /pg4 7 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO. : 0051/0030 

12 H~D: ~.5.l.B-10/6.5.1.B-5 

C:z\TEGORY: LE~L: 13 

FINDING: 

Temporary labels do not conform to good human engineering principles 
(Photo Log B-18, I-30). 

... 

be addressed in the implementation of a consistent labeling 

H1PLEMEN'rf1:z\TI0N: 

B _ completion of the second refueling outage. 

4380c/pg51 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0052/0031 

12 HED ~O.: 6.5.l.C-2/6.5.1.C-6 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: B 

:FINDING: 

Permanent label information is partially or totally obscured by a 
temporary label (Photo Log B-18, C-15). 

RF::SPONS8: 

ls will be addressed in the implementation of a consistent labeling 
ge. The temporary labeling which obsc.ures the permanent labeling 

w e removea and replaced. 

IMPLEMENTATION: B. __ co.mpletion of the second refueling outage. 

4380c/pg47 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

I NO.: 0053/0054 

12 HEn: 6.5.l.F-3/6.5.l.H-4 

ICA'l'EGORY: LEVEL: 

FINDING: 

"Tag outs" obscure the labels of equipment that is out of service and on 
equipment located below the tags. 

RESPONSE: 

In~icatinq liqhts 
o~rds to read 

A as is. 

4380c/pg49 

are not obscurred. Operators can easily move the tag 
the label identifying out of service equipment. 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

I NO.: 0070/0080/0182/0200/0198 

12 HED NO.: 6.5.2.A-2/6.5.2.A-l/6.5.2.B.6-13/6.5.2.B.4-9 

~ATEGORY: 1 LEVEL: c 

jFINDING: 

~here is no administrative procedure for controlling the use of temporary 
):lynotape labels. 

'RESP01::1SE: 

~h.e use, control ann handling of temporary labels is currently controlled 
f AP 7-8. This procedure assures that thoae temporary labels are 
o sea as needed, and that they are replaced with permanent labels in 
a· reasonable amount of time. This procedure does not need to address OOS 
cards or caution cards, as these are controlled by DAP 3-5 and DAP 3-8. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

C.ted. 

438lc/pg75 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0195 

12 R~n ~o.: G.5.2.B.1-3 

l 

FINDING: 

There )_s no review procedure in place for determining when temporarv 
labels are needed. 

RESl?O~JSE: 

The gui~ance for aetermining when temporary labels are used is presently 
ed in DA.P 7-8. This document will be revised to establish a 
r'lure for "letel'."mining when temporary labels are. needed. This 

edure will clearly outline the need for temporary labels, and will 
lim;t tlteir use·as muclt as possible. This procedure will not cover 
out-of-service earns or caution cards, which are covered in DAP 3-5 and 
D7\D 1-R. 

I~1PLEMENTA.TION: 

. c0mpletion of the. second refueling outage. 

438lc/pg77 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

:I 
12 HED NO.: 6.5.2.R.2-5 

l:.ATEGORY: l LEVEL: c -----
f-INDING: 

~here is no review procedure in place for determining how temporary 
~abels will be used. 

· ...... 

A proce~ure will he established for determining how temporary labels 
w-be used. This procedure should limit the use of temporary labels 
a h as nossible.· This procedure is needed to allow the proper and 
ef ctive use of temporary labels. 

B compl~tion of the secon~ refueling outage. 

438lc/pg78 



DRESDE~ CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

I 

12 RED NO.: 6.5.2.B.3-7 

Cl\TEGORY: 1 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

There is no review procedure for determining the content of temporary 
labels. 

RP.SPONSE: 

A orocedure shoulr'l be established to determine and control the content of 
t rary labels. This procedure should provide guidelines to limit the 
c t of temporary lahels to only necessary information. 

IMPLEMEl\lTATION: 

B:~ compl~tion 
438lc/pg80 

of the secon~ refuelinq outage. 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

I NO.: 0201/0086 

12 HED t\JO. : 6. 5. 2. B. 7-15 

CA'l'BGORY: 1 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

'I'here is no review procedure in place for determining any retraining 
requirements that result from the use of temporary labels. 

;RF.'>P()l'TSB: ,, ____ _ 
~ nroceaure will be established for determining the retraining 
'r ements as a result of the use of temporary labels. 

'. 

I MPT~ BMF,t\l''l' A..,., H"P'1 : By. cornplP.tion of the sec0nr'l_ refueling outage. 

438lc/pg72 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

I NO.: 0202/0087/0203 

12 HEn ~O.: 6.S.2.B.8-17/6.5.2.B.8-19 

C~~~GO~Y: LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

~here is no review procedure for the determination of a p~riodic review 
of temporary labels and when they should be removed. 

RESPO~SE: 

A procedure will be established for the periodic review of temporary 
1- and when they should be removed. This procedure will review the 
c ued need for the use of a temporary label and would be used to keep 
te rary labeling up to date, accurate, and also hold their use to a 
minimum. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

B completion of the second refueling outage. 

438 c/pg73 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

I NO: 0055, 0056 

12 HED NO.: 6.6.1.A-l, 6.6.1.B-2 

C~~EGORY: 2 LEVEL: C 
~~~~~- -~~~~~ 

FINDING: 

Lines of demarcation are not permanently attached and do not 
contrast well with the panel background. Sufficient contrast can 
improve the identification of systems ana subsystems. Photo Log 
(B-20) 

RESP0NSE: 

The placement of permanent lines of demarcation will be addressed as 
a tion of a systematic enhancement of the control room. These 
1 will contrast well with the background. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

B _ completion of the second refueling outage. 

4424/c/7 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

I. #: 0032 

12 GUIDE NO.: 6.~.l.R-5 

CATEGORY: LEVEL: 

}f'INDING: 

;Lines of demarcation are not permanently attached. Permanent lines 
~f demarcation can ensure against inadvertent removal. Photo Log 
(C-16) 

RESPONSE: 

Characteristics of lines of aemarcation will be addressed in the 
i~entation of a consistent control room enhancement package. 

IMPLF:~-1El\JTATIO~: 

B completion of the secona refueling outage. 

4424/c/10 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

0184 

1 '2 f!P.D : 6. 6. '.'-1. 

Xn.'l'BGO~Y: . 
-'------

)_ LEVEL: c 

li"INDING: 
)·-----

~abel color is not dedicated to specific functions or conditions 
"-throughout the control room. 

··...:: 

'RESPONSE: 

;A s 
>w' 

stem will be developed for use of color in labeling in accordanc~ 
rinciples given in guideline 5.1.6. This system will be 

_nated with the color coding system developed for the whole control 
room. 

In qen~ral, system will adopt labels all of one color with lettering of 
~goon contrast (e.g. black lettering on white labels). Other contrasting 
~olors will he used in the ~ackground for demarcation and for mimics. 

By completion of the second refueling outage. 

4385/c/23 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

~ N0~:~_0_0_76~~~~~~~~~~ 

Cl\TEGORY: l LEVBL: c 

FINDING: 

Lahel color is not r9.er'licater9. to specific -4".unctions or con<litions through
out the control room. 

RESPONSE: 

Color code standards will be developed and applied to the labeling 
p ge to make the use of color consistent throughout the control room. 

IMPLEME~TATION: B. completion of the second refueling outage. 

438lc/pg35 



n- NO.: 0185, 0077 

1-: 6.6.3.A.1-12 
6.6.3.A.l-13 

1 LEVEL: 

FINDING: 

c -----

Mimic line flow paths are not color coded in conformance with guideline 
5.1.6. Within a given system, color coding of mimics is used. However, 
this is not consistent across systems. (Photo Log J-10, J-11) 

RESPONSE: 

In developing the enhancement package, colors selected for mimics will 
contrast well with background as well as between colors for different 
flow paths. Principles stated in guideline 5.1.6 will be followed 
w er possible. 

IMPLEMEN'T'A.TION: 

By the completion of the second refueling outage. 

43./:?.l 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0057 

12 HED: 6.6.3.A..2-l 

iCA.'1'BG0RY: l LEVEL: c 

;FINDING: 

~he mimic colors are not sufficiently different from the background to 
'readily be discriminated. Increased contrast between mimic lines and 
~ackqrouna would qreatly enhance operator's ability to follow and 
identify flow path. (Photo Log B-21) 

'Rf:SP0NSE: ,, ____ _ 
In developing the enhancement package, the colors for mimics will be 
s ed so that they give good contrast to the control board background 
c and to colors representing different components in the mimics. 

IMPLEMENTA.TIO'f\J: 

B~ completion of the second refueling outage. 

4385/c/16 



0033 

1 &>.6.3.A.2-6 

C~TP.GORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

Mimic colors are not discriminately different from each other. Orange, 
red, and beige are used on one general mimic array. (Photo Log I-31) 

RESPO't\JSE: 

In neveloning the enhancement package colors for mimics will be selected 
so that they qive good contrast to the control board background color and 
to olors representing mimic components. 

IMPLEMEN'1'ATION: 

By the completion of the second refueling outage. 

4./19 
'·, 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

I.a N0.:~_0_0_5_8.~~~~~~~~~~ 
12 RED: 6.~.3.A.3-2 

CATEGORY: 1 LEVEL: C 

FINDING: 

There is an inadequate contrast between the mimic colors and. the panel. 
On panels 902-8 and 903-8 electrical mimics are yellow colored 
contrasting poorly with the beige panel color. There are also beige 
mimics. On panels 902-3 and 903-3 the HPCI mimic contains yellow 
contrasting poorly with the beige panel color. (Photo Log B-22) 

RESPONc:;E: 

I eloping an enhancement package, the colors for mimics will he 
se_ cted so that they give good contrast to the control board background 
color ana/to colors representing ~ifferent components in the mimic. 

~ 
Ry thA ·comoletion of the secona refueling outaqe~ 

4385/c/68 



NO.: 0034 

: 6.6.3.A.3-7 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING:· 

~here is inadequate contrast between mimic colors and the control panel. 
'Beige mimics appear on the beige panel. (Photo Log C-20) 

... ;~ 

RESPOT-JSE: 

In ~eveloping the enhancement package, colors for mimics will be selected 
so that they give good contrast to the control board background color and 
to ~olors representing various mimic components • 

• 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

By the completion of the second refueling outage. 

4./20 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0063 

12 HED: o.6.3.A.3-10 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

There is inadequate contrast between the mimic colors and the panel. 
Colors for electrical flow paths are a medium beige applied against a 
liqht beige controi p~nel. Discriminability of colors enhances the 
identification of flow path by the operator. (Photo Log I-24) 

R:i<:SPONc;E: 

Th~ use 0f color. 0n mimic lines will be reviewed auring the nevelopment 
o mimic package. A color code standard will be established and 
i noratea into the mimics ~1ere appropriate to enRure adequate 

Rv the ~ornpletion o~ th~ s~conn refueling outage. 4./9 



r---------------------------------------------------- -

DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO.: 0186 

'l 2 HF.D t\JO. : 6. 6. 3. A-4 

C~TEGO~Y: l LEVEL: c -----

FINDING: 

Mimic lines depicting the flow of the same contents are not the same 
color. Standardizing with color helps with easy identification of 
contents across systems. (Photo Log J-10, J-11) 

RESl'ONSE: 

A.ckage of mimic enhancement will be prepared. Color code standards 
w· e developed and applied to mimics throughout the control room. 

. . 

' . 

IMPL~~EN'l'A.TION: 

B. comolP-tion of the second refueling outage. 

438lc/pg36 



I- NO.: 0186 

1-D: 6.6.3.A.4-14 

CATEGORY: 1 LEVEL: 

FINDING: 

c 

Mimic lines depicting the flow of the same contents are not of the same 
color. (Photo Log J-10, J-11) 

RESPO"'TSE: 

An enhancement packaqe will be ~eveloped such that mimic lines depicting 
the flow of the same contents will be of the same color. Moreover, 
colors used for specific contents across systems will be standardized in 
t~nhancement package. 

By the completion of the second refueling outage. 

4./24 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

I NO. : 0078 

12 HED: 6.6.3.Z\..4-15 

CZ\ 'l'EG<TR.Y: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDIT\TG: 

Mimic lines ~epicting the flow of the same contents are not the same 
color. Standardizing with color helps with easy identification of 
contents across systems. (Photo Log J-17, J-18) 

RESPONSE:. 

The use of color on mimic lines will be reviewed during the development 
o labeling package. A color code standard will be established and 
i orated into the mimics where appropriate. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

BJl!li.e completion of secon<l refueling outage. 

4-c/10 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

!~DEX NO.: 0059 

12 HED NO.: 6.6.3.B.3-3 

CA.TEGORY: LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

Flow directions on mimics are not clearly indicated by distinctive 
arrowheads. Photo Log (B-23) 

RESPONSE: 

-low path mimic arrows will ~e installed on the apnropriate systems. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

v comnletion of the second refueling outage. 

4425/c/20 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

I NO: 0035 

12 HED ~O.: 5.6.3.B.3-8 

CATEGORY: 2 LBVEL: C 
~~~~~- -~~~~~ 

FINnING: 

Flow nirections are not clearly indicated by distinctive arrow heads 
for the standby gas treatment system. 

··.;: 

RESPONSE: 

Flow direction arrow heads will be included on the stand by gas 
.treatment system as a function of the control room enhancement 
p m. 

IMPLEMENT.Z\.T ION: 

By~ completion of the second refueling outage. 

44-/2 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

INDEX NO.: 0178 

12 HED ~O.: 6.6.3.B.4-10 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: c 

FINDING: 

From where the mimic begins it is not clear where it is coming 
from. This may cause some confusion as to the nature of flow 
of the system. (Photo Log B-28) 

RESPONSE: 

In some cases there is a lack of a starting label (that is, 
that there are several other mimic lines corning out of the same 
osition). The green mimic is just ended at one of these other 

mimics implying that it follows the same flow path. The opera
tors understand the implied system conceptualization and have 
no difficulty in following the mimic. 

IMPLBMR~~A~Inn: 

~ccept as is. 

4425/c/21 
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DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

I NO: 0179 

12 HED NO.: 6.6.3.B.5-11 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: C 

jFINDING: 

.Jrhe mimic line leading out of the clean-up filter and clean-up 
filter bypass valve is not labeled .. This may cause confusion as to 
the nature of the flow of the system. 

RESPONSE: 

This filter will be labelea oroperly as a function of the control 
r labeling program~ 

completion of the second tefuelinq outage. 

4424/c/ 3 



DRESDEN CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

NO: 0060, 0036 

12 HED ~O.: 6.6.3.B.6-4/6.6.3.B.6-9 

CATEGORY: 2 LEVEL: C 
~~~~~- -~~~~~ 

FINDING: 

Component representatives on component lines (i.e., pump, condenser, 
turbine mimics) are not identified. (Photo Log B-24) 

RESPOMSE: 

B 

of the control room.enhancement package, component represen
es and component lines will be identified. 

e compl~tion of the second refueling outage. 

4424/c/l 


